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I. INTRODUCTION 
It is natural for a scientist to seek out and attempt to exploit 
the most basic set of principles when he is faced with a frustrating and 
thoroughly confusing complex of data. Precisely that is the present 
situation in high energy physics: experimentalists have been uncovering 
at an ever accelerating rate a profusion of "particles", each of which has 
i ts own set of characteristics which causes i t  to behave, in gross manner 
or in slight detail, differently from all the others. Theorists are under­
standably puzzled by such a richness at the supposedly elemental level, 
and are lagging far behind in providing satisfactory explanations. Yet one 
cannot legitimately decry the theorists' sluggishness, for i t  would be 
sufficiently trying had he only to consider (for example) the elastic scat­
tering of pions on protons, in which no new particles emerge; but he is 
in fact faced with innumerable and bewildering examples of particle pro­
ductions, annihilations, and decays, all of which must be explained by 
any successful theory. And so, out of necessity, high energy physicists 
are turning to the most minimal and basic physical ideas, such as symmetry 
and probabil ity conservation, to search for a basis upon which a theory may 
be built. This dissertation wil l explore a particular kind of symmetry, 
the relativistic symmetry based on Albert Einstein's special theory of 
relativi ty. 
The power and simplicity of symmetry methods in modern (quantum) 
physics was f irst definit ively i l lustrated some forty years ago when an 
analysis of the rotation group (1,2) proved so fruitful in gaining an 
understanding of the basic classification structure behind the hopelessly 
complex spectra of the elements. Soon discrete symmetries, in the form 
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of point groups, were being realized and exploited in crystal physics 
(3). A deeper understanding of the uti l i ty of rotation group analysis laid 
the foundation for non-relativistic scattering theory (4), angular cor­
relation of nuclear radiation (4-7), and particle decay (8,9). By this 
time, the importance of the permutation group in the study of identical 
particles, particularly in nuclear physics, was well understood (10), and 
the idea of unitary "internal" symmetry in elementary particle physics was 
gaining favor (11). Since the late 1950's, relativistic group theory has 
become a popular f ield, both theoretically and phenomenologically, in high 
energy physics; the text of this dissertation wil l contain references to 
the l iterature where appropriate. 
The mathematical development of group theory and group representation 
theory has of course always preceded the physical applications. Among the 
more physically oriented books on group theory are those by Weyl (12), 
Murnaghan (13), Gel'fand, et al. (14), Naimark (15), Pontrtagin (16), 
Hermann (17), and Hammermesh (18). Relevant papers of a mathematical 
nature include works on the inhomogeneous Lorentz group (henceforth re­
ferred to as ILG) by Wigner (19), Wightman (20), Macfarlane (21), Strom 
(22), Pauli (23), Gui Hot et al. (24,25), Duc and Hieu (26), Ottoson 
(27) (considers the ILG plus dilatations), and Roffman (28,29) (considers 
the complex ILG); the classic paper on the three-dimensional Lorentz group 
by Bargmann (30); the papers on group contractions by Inonu and Wigner 
(31) and Saletan (32); the papers on SU(1,1) by Holman and Biedenharn 
(33,34); and the general mathematical papers by Bargmann (35,36) and by 
Mautner (37,38). 
In chapter I I, we develop the formal ILG group theory and repre­
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sentation theory, including a synopsis of l i tt le-group theory; relate the 
representations to physical quantum-mechanical states; and f ind explicit ly 
several Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, display their symmetries, and indicate 
h o w  t o  c o n s t r u c t  m o r e  g e n e r a l  c o e f f i c i e n t s .  T h e  f i r s t  p a r t  o f  C h a p t e r  I I I  
is devoted to the general theory of partial wave expansions; in the remain­
der we investigate in detail several of the more interesting series. Chap­
ter IV describes a phenomenological investigation of pion-nucleon scat­
tering based on a u-channel expansion derived in Chapter I II. The Appendix 
treats several detailed mathematical derivations considered too lengthy 
for the main text. 
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I I. FORMAL THEORY 
A. The ILG and Its Lie Algebra 
The proper orthochronous Lorentz group (or Poincare group, denoted 
ILG in this dissertation) has been extensively discussed in the l i tera­
ture (see Chapter I for general references). In this section we sum­
marize the most important facts concerning the group and i ts Lie algebra; 
the next section wil l deal with the group representations. 
Consider the set of inhomogeneous transformations (a,t) which trans­
form a real four-vector x*^ according to 
x'G = gO: + {Op xB (a,p = 0,1,2,3). (2.1) 
(We use the summation convention for repeated indices.) Let us adopt the 
standard notation for raising and lowering of tensor indices (39): 
= Soe ' (22) 
where 
g^^ = 0 for a. ^ Ç> (2.3a) 
900 = -9,1 = -922 = "933 = '  (2.3b) 
We shall now restrict the tensor t  so that Minkowski "lengths" 
(x^ - y^) (Xjj - Yp) are preserved: for any four-vectors x and y, 
(x'^ - (x'a " (Xq; - Yq;) • (2.4) 
This restricted transformation, which (from 2.1) requires that -t satisfy 
V 
is called an "inhomogeneous Lorentz transformation". 
I t is clear that a sequence of two inhomogeneous Lorentz transforma­
tions ((a,-t-) followed by (a',t ')) is also an inhomogeneous Lorentz trans­
formation, for 
a^+ (a^ + x^) = (a'°= + a^)+{V°^^ x^, (2.6) 
and (using 2.5), 
= 9yy • (2.7) 
In fact, i t  is not diff icult to verify that the set of all inhomogeneous 
Lorentz transformations forms a group (see, e.g., (18)) i f  we take the 
composition law to be 
{a',V) {a,I) = (a' +Va,Vt), (2.8) 
where 
{Va)°^ = (2.9a) 
(t ' t)°p = .  (2.9b) 
Let us restrict the group further: from 2.5, taking P = w = 0, we f ind 
(t%)^ - U\)^ - - (t^j)^ =;1 ,  (2.10) 
so that 
> 1 . (2.11) 
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Also, by writ ing t  in matrix form according to the rule 
A;j (t) = ,  i=l,2,3,4, (2.12) 
and g in matrix form according to 
^i j ^ 9; + ;  j+, ,  (2.13) 
2.5 may be written in the matrix form (with ordinary matrix multiplication) 
A^ft) A(g) A(t) = A(g) ,  (2.14) 
from which i t is obvious that 
det [A(t)] = ±1 .  (2.15) 
We shall now restrict t  by requiring 
^  1 (2 .16)  
det [A('t/) ]  = +1 ;  (2.17) 
this is equivalent to allowing only proper orthochronous transformations. 
The set of transformations satisfying 2.5, 2.16, and 2.17 are called 
"proper orthochronous inhomogeneous Lorentz transformations". Again i t  is 
easy to verify that, under the product rule 2.8, the set of proper ortho­
chronous inhomogeneous Lorentz transformations forms a group; this group 
is the ILG. 
Following standard Lie group procedure (17), we now define the Lie 
algebra of the ILG. Consider the transformation t^ (ci)) = (ap't^) ,  where 
aj°^=0 and « 1 for all a, p. (Note that 2.5 implies 
that (1)^'^ = we neglect second order terms in u)-) Define an anti­
symmetric operator by means of the correspondence 
(tu) -  (tu) = 1 - i  i ti)^ ,  (2.18) 
where (cu) is a unitary operator on a Hilbert space H. (Unitarity of 
T|(w) requires hermiticity of M^.) 
Similarly, define t2 (6) = (a2,^2) ^  where a^^^ = 6°^ « 1 and 
and define an operator by means of the correspondence 
tgfô) -  12(5) = 1 - i  ; (2.19) 
again we require 12(6) to be unitary so that is hermitian. 
In order that the operators (u)} and 12(6) form a l inear represen­
tation of the ILG in the neighborhood of the identity, we specify that 
products of transformations be mapped onto corresponding products of Lie-
algebra operators; e.g., t^(cu) t^fs) -* (tu) Tgtô). From this restriction, 
the following commutation relations among the ten independent P and M 
fol low: 
Cp",p^i = 0 (2.20) 
= -i (g^ - g^ P^) (2.21) 
= -! (gOf - gRr MO" + (2.22) 
For example, 2.21 can be proved by considering the mapping 
t,(w) t2(6) t,(-w) -T^(to) 12(6) T,(-m) ,  (2.23) 
where 0(cu) = e 0(6), 6 « 1, e « 1. The group member on the left of 2.23 
is, from 2.8 and 2.9, 
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(6^+ 0(6^), (2.24a) 
which, by 2.19, is mapped onto 
1 - i  (6 q, + cU qjp 6^) 0(6^) .  (2.24b) 
On the other hand, the right-hand side of 2.23 is, from 2.18 and 2.19, 
(1 - i i  iU qjp m'^)(1 - i  P^)(1 + i i  cu^ M^) .  (2.25) 
2 2 Equating 2.24 and 2.25 (neglecting terms of order e 0(6 )) yields the 
commutation equation 
6^ = - i u)^ 6^ P°^ - 9°^ P^) .  (2.26) 
For Q>P ,  the u)'s and 6's are all l inearly independent, so 2.21 is proved 
for that case. The antisymmetry of M may be invoked to complete the proof. 
We now introduce the ten alternative generators J, K, and by means 
of the relations 
J. = i  E.jk (2.27) 
K. = M°' (2.28) 
= i  P^ ,  (2.29) 
where e... (e^*^*^) is the completely antisymmetric third (fourth) rank 1J K 
tensor. (£^23 ~ ^0123 do not distinguish between upper and lower 
Latin indices.) The commutation relations 2.20, 2.21, and 2.22 can now be 
written (see (40)) 
i  ^ ~ '^i jk ^k (2.30a) 
rPg^Jj] = 0 (2.30b) 
[P q,k.] =-; p. (2.30c) 
[P.,KJ] =-i 6jj Pq (2.30d) 
rK;;K^] = -Î '  (2'30e) 
where is Pj, Jj, or K.. In addition, we f ind that 
[W^ W^,P°1 = 0 (2.30f) 
[P^' = [P^ P^,P°^] = 0 .  (2.30g) 
The ILG is of rank two (18,19); the last two equations show that 
and P^ P^ may be taken as the two independent Casimir operators of the 
group. 
At this point one can obtain some physical insight into the Lie 
algebra. It is clear from 2.1 and 2.19 that P^ (p') is the generator of 
time (space) translations; this fact, together with 2.30, lead u's to 
identify P^ as the total four-momentum operator. Also, from :!. l, 2.18, and 
2.27, Jj is the generator of spatial rotations. Hence J. is .the total 
angular momentum operator. The operator also has a physical signifi­
cance: 2.2a may be written explicit ly as 
W ^ = - P . J .  (2.31a) 
I I 
w' = P- J. + e... P. K, .  (2.31b) 
0 I i jk J k 
Consider a state vector |rest) in H which has three-momentum zero: 
p' I rest) = 0 for i=l,2,3 - (2.32) 
Then 
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Vp I rest) = 0 (2.33a) 
w' jrest) = J. I rest) .  (2.33b) 
But J. operating on a rest state just sees the spin s of the particle, so 
s (s+1 ) ,  (2.34) 
where m is the mass (eigenvalue of P*^) of jrest). (This argument fails for 
2 
m ^0, since there is then no "rest" state.) Finally, K., the generator 
of pure Lorentz transformations, may be thought of as the center-of-energy 
operator (41,42). 
The ILG is doubly-connected (18, pp. 319-321) (this can be seen from 
the fact that the rotation group, a subgroup of the ILG, is doubly-con­
nected (18, pp. 331-332)), and hence has double-valued representations. 
This characteristic prevents us from using group-representation complete­
ness and orthogonality relations in full generality. One way to eliminate 
this problem is to analyze not the ILG, but the universal covering group 
(18, p. 321) of the ILG, which has only single-valued representations. 
The universal covering group of the homogeneous Lorentz group is isomorphic 
to SL(2,C) (17, p. 4), so the universal covering group of the ILG (which we 
shall denote as ILG') is isomorphic to the semi-direct product (43) of 
SL(2,C) with the invariant Abelian four-dimensional translation group 
generated by P^. 
B. Summary of Litt le Group Techniques 
The representations of groups (such as ILG') which have an Abelian 
subgroup are most naturally defined by using the technique of the "l i tt le 
group" (18,19). As a f irst step, we partially characterize basis states 
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in H by the four-vector the eigenvalue of P^. The scalar p^ p^ is an 
invariant and hence an irreducible representation ("irrep") label, as is 
0 
u 
€ 
|P°I 
(2.35) 
for the case p p^ ^ 0. To complete the basis vector labeling, we choose 
a representative four-momentum from each of the four distinct types: 
= fc m (1,0,0,0), m > 0 (time-1ike) (:2.36a) 
p^^Xm) = m (0,0,0,1), m > 0 (space-1 ike) (2.36b) 
P^^(e,ou) = e u) (1,0,0,1), (J) > 0 (1i ght-1i ke) (2.36c) 
= (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 )  (null) ,  (2.36d) 
and define four corresponding "l i tt le groups" as the subgroups of ILG' 
which leave the respective four-momentum invariant. We shall denote these 
groups by G., with i  = t. s, -t, or n, and a particular irrep or state label 
for G. by i>. or m. respectively. We furthermore define a particular trans­
formation -f (p) (and corresponding unitary Hilbert space operator L(p)) 
which satisfies 
= (t(p))^y P/ (2.37) 
when p is of type i  (we have suppressed the functional dependence of p. ,  
if any). We postpone unti l later an explicit definit ion of t(p); i t is 
clear that 2.37 does not completely define t(p), for -t(p) may be preceded 
by an arbitrary transformation in G. without affecting the validity of 2.37. 
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One can show (18, pp. 489-495; 19; 43) that an orthogonal basis for 
H can be defined as the set of all vectors |p v. m.) (where i  is the "type" 
of p) defined by 
|p V. m.) = L(p) |p. V- m.) ,  (2.38) 
where jp. v. m.) transforms under a l i tt le-group member r. (which is mapped 
onto the unitary operator R.) according to 
V, 
R. Ip, V. m.> = l: ^ 1P| I/; !».•> (r.) ,  (2.39) 
m • '  * 
V; 
D , (r.) = <y. m ' I  R. |v. m.) .  (2.40) 
rn • m # i  i  i  i  i  x 1 I  
ke The general basis vector jp v. m.) transforms under a translation a 1i 
- i  p 
A |p u. m.) = e ^ \p V. m.) (2.41) 
(this from repeated application of 2.19) and under a homogeneous Lorentz 
transformation t  (whose Hilbert space image is L) according to 
, V. 
L |p y m > = Z; Kp V. m.'> D (g;;(t,p)) ,  (2.42) 
I  i  I  i  I  I  r i  *  I I I *  I I  
m. I I  
I 
where g..(t,p) is defined by 
g;;(4^p) = t  ^  (-tp) t  t(p) .  (2.43) 
It is clear that g..(-t,p) is a member of G., for -t(p) takes p. to p, 
t takes p to {Ip), and t '  (-f-P) takes (tp) back to p.; thus g..(t,p) leaves 
p. invariant, implying that, by definit ion, g..(t,p) is in G.. I t wil l 
become clear in a subsequent chapter why g.. possesses a double subscript. 
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C. The Litt le Groups 
In this section we f ind each of the four l i tt le groups defined in the 
previous section, parameterize them, and delineate their irreducible uni­
tary representations. There are several general works dealing with the 
irreps of the ILG and properties of the l i tt le groups (44-48). See also 
Dirac (49), who discusses possible dynamical applications of the less-well-
known l i tt le groups; Lugarini and Pauri (50), who inquire into applications 
to classical mechanics; Korff et al. (51), who discuss a general l i t t le 
group as a function of a single parameter; and several papers dealing with 
non-standard basis states for the ILG (52-57). 
The t ime-like l i tt le group: SU(2) 
Consider the set of all transformations -t in ILG which leave p^ 
invariant: p^^ = p^^. Assuming t  infinitesimal, this requires (see 
2.1, 2.5, and 2.36a) that = 0 for all u, so that, from 2.18, the 
corresponding Hilbert space operator is 
L = 1 - § i  uij j m'"' ;  (2.44) 
i .e., G^ is generated by T. Thus the l i tt le group of the ILG is R(3), the 
rotation group in three dimensions. The corresponding group in ILG' is a 
group isomorphic to SU(2) (48). A general group element r^ of may be 
written in the form (17) 
r^(a,P,7) = r^3(7) r^gtP) (a) ;  (2.55) 
i .e., f irst a rotation through angle a about the 3-axis, then a rotation 
through P about the 2-axis, and f inally a rotation through y about the 
3-axis, where 0 ^ a < 4t[, O^P<jt, 0 ^ y < 2n. (The range of Ot is twice 
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what one requires for Euler angle parameterization of a rotation in R(3); 
this simply reflects the fact that SU(2) is "twice as big" as R(3) because 
i t  is simply rather than doubly connected.) r^(a,P,7) is mapped onto 
- i  7 J, - i  P J, - i  a J 
7) = e e e ^ (2.46) 
according to the well-known exponentiation rule (18, p. 312). 
The irreducible unitary representations of SU(2) can be character­
ized by the eigenvalue j( j+l) of the Casimir operator J. J., where 2j is 
a non-negative integer; consequently we write j  in place of The irrep 
j  is (2j+l)-dimensional, each basis state being labeled by m, the eigen­
value of which takes on values in steps of one between - j and +j. The 
representation matrix (see 2.40) is therefore 
"i' m (G,e,7) .  0;!,, „  (rj(a,p,r)) 
= di, ^ (0) e- '  m G ,  (2.47) 
where 
i  - :  P J, 
m (P) = <j m'l e | j  m) (2.48) 
is a function which has been thoroughly studied in the l iterature ; it can 
be explicit ly written in the form (58) 
' 'm' m ° 
(j-^(r-s))! (j+-\(r+s))] 
(j+i(r-s))! ( j -i/(r+s)) J 
(cos ^ (-sin &p)' 
s; 
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X 2^^ (^r+s)-j, -,\(r-s)-j; s+1 ;  -tan ,  (2.49) 
where 
c(m,m') =-
1 for m' ^ m 
(-1 ) for m' ^ m 
s = m' - m ,  
r = m' + m 
(2.50) 
(2.51a) 
(2.51b) 
and is a hypergeometric function (59). The functions d satisfy the 
symmetry relations 
m = (-l)-""""' dJ, («-P) 
m' -m 
= xJ O) 
m' m 
i m' 
= cl;i ,  (-3) 
m m 
- xJ 
<m _m' '  
(2.52a) 
(2.52b) 
(2.52c) 
(2.52d) 
(2.52e) 
The representation functions DjJ^, ^ {a,Ç>,y) satisfy the completeness 
and orthogonality relations 
CO 
I 
j+A 
m,m'=-eo j  = V(r+s) 8n'  
icc,i^ ,7) oi, „ (a',P',7') 2 m' m m' m 
= 6(a-a') 6(7-7') ô(cos p - cos 3') (2.53) 
and 
16 
; • da ;  # sin e r dr ojl, '  *  , («.e,?) ,  (a.p.r) 
O 2 
6_ m (L , - , 6: :  . (2.54) 
j+i 
m I  nÎ2 m ^  nig j  ^ J 2 
The space-like l i tt le group: SU(1,1) 
From 2.1, 2.5, and 2.36b, we f ind that the set of infinitesimal 
transformations which leaves p^ invariant is characterized by = 0 
ct ct 
for all Id, where m is defined by^_ = Ô q+U) q } U)«l. Transformations 
P P P 
of this type do not invoke the entire set of six independent of the Lie 
algebra of the ILG: from 2.18, 2.27, and 2.28, only and are 
selected. This set of three generators also forms a Lie algebra, since 
[K,,^,] = -iJg (2.55a) 
]  = iKg (2.55b) 
[JgjK^] = -iK, ;  (2.55c) 
i .e., the set is closed under the commutation operation. This algebra in 
fact generates the three-dimensional Lorentz group L(3) (a subgroup of 
ILG) and its universal covering group (a subgroup of ILG'), isomorphic to 
SU(1,1). The structure of this group and its unitary and non-unitary 
representations have been thoroughly investigated (30,33,34,60,61). The 
treatment which follows is perhaps not as rigorous as some, but i ts sim­
plicity is decidedly appealing to a physicist. 
We begin by finding a suitable basis state labeling. To this end. 
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i t is useful to define "stepping operators" K and K as 
K* = K, ± i  Kg ,  (2.56) 
whose commutation relations with are 
± K* (2.57) 
[K+,K"] = -2 Jg .  (2.58) 
Let us label basis states in part by the eigenvalue of m, which can 
take on integral or half-odd-integral values: 
|m) = m |m) .  (2.59) 
Then, from 2.57, 
|m> } = (mil) { k"*" |m) } ,  (2.60) 
implying that is a raising (lowering) operator for m. Using this result 
together with 2.58 leads to the f inite difference equation 
f(m) - g(m) = f (mfl ) - g(tTri-l) ,  (2.61) 
where the functions f and g are defined by 
f(m) = (m| |m-l) (m-1| K |m) (2.62) 
g(m) = m(m-1) .  (2.63) 
Equation 2.61 has as i ts solution 
f(m) = g(m) + A ,  (2.64) 
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where A is an arbitrary constant. 
We now introduce the Casimir operator, or invariant, C: 
C = JgZ _ i  [K^,K']^ ,  (2.65) 
where [A,B]^ is the anti-commutator of A and B, defined as AB+BA. It is 
easily demonstrated that C commutes with J^, ,  and ;  also, C is 
Hermitian, so i t  has a real spectrum. Taking matrix elements of 2.65 and 
comparing with 2.61 leads us to the conclusion that 
A = - (m| C |m) .  (2.66) 
By analogy with the rotation group, let us write 
<m| C |m) = k(k+l) ;  (2.67) 
this is not necessary for the analysis, but i t  does lead to a nice form for 
the spectrum of C- At this point, equation 2.64 can be written in the form 
f(m) = (m+k)(m-k-l) = (m-^)^ - (k+^)^ .  (2.68) 
Since and K are Hermitian conjugates, 2.62 demonstrates clearly that 
f is a non-negative real function. There is therefore a relation 
between allowable m and k values; 
(m-;V)^ ^ (k+^)^ .  (2.69) 
There are several cases to consider: 
a. k real The form of C implies that (m| C |m) has a continuous 
spectrum along the real l ine (the continuum wil l be broken by uni tarity of 
the representations, as we shall see). The regions in k-m space which are 
19 
either redundant (we cover the region (m|c|m) ^ by taking k ^ -^) 
or are disallowed by unitarîty (expressed by 2.69) are shaded in Fig. 1. 
There are three separate regions to consider: 
i .  -1 < k < -•? I t is clear from Fig. 1 that 2m cannot be 
odd. For suppose there were such a state; then this state could be 
stepped up (down) in m value by means of (K ), each step giving 
rise to a new state in the manifold, unti l f inally a state with m?§-
is reached. But this state is not allowed by uni tarity. Therefore 
only states with 2m even are allowed, and the manifold consists of 
all integral m-values. 
i i .  k ^ with a lower bound on m in this case one must 
have I(m -l|K Im )|^ = f(m ) = 0 for some minimum m, m .  From 2.68 
' m '  m ' m m 
this requires k+m^ = 0, so the allowable values of k are -1, 
-2J -2 J ••• 
i i i . k ^ with an upper bound on m It must be the case 
that f(m_) = 0 for some maximum m, m_. Equation 2.68 tells us that 
n M 
k-m^ = 0, so again k can take on the values -1, —|, - 2 ,  . . .  
b. k complex The only possibil ity in this category is k = -^+ 
u real, in which case (m|c |m) = -^ + Hence we cover the remainder 
of the possible spectrum of C by choosing m > 0. Unitarity places no 
restriction on the valuer of u. Since the stepping operator steps in 
units of one, there are two irreps for each u, one for even and one for 
odd values of 2m. 
To summarize, the irreps of and their states are as follows; 
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discrete 
continuous 
la. k - -1J - 2 ,  .  
m = -kj -k+1, -k+2, 
lb. k = -1, —I, -2, . 
m = k, k-1, k-2, —. 
2a. k = -|- + I y > 0 
|m| = 1/2, 3/2, 5 / 2 ,  
2b. k = -|- + i  ju, ju > 0 
|m| = 0, 1, 2, 3, . 
3. -1 < k < -|-
|m| = 0, I , 2 ,  3, 
The phase of the matrix elements of K and K is so far arbitrary. 
Let us make the choice 
<k m| Ik m-1 ) = (k m-l| K jk m) = [(riH-k) (m-k-1 ) ;  (2.70) 
see 2.52 and 2.68. 
By analogy with (and with a f irm mathematical basis (17)), we 
choose to parameterize a general element of G^ by "Euler angles" (X,  u, 7: 
rg(u,u,7) = r^^(7) r^^fu) r^^(a) ;  (2.71) 
i .e., f irst a rotation about the 3-axis through angle OL, then a pure 
Lorentz transformation through hyperbolic angle u along the 2-axis, fol­
lowed f inally by another rotation about the 3-axis, through angle 7. It 
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can rather easily be demonstrated that, taking into account the fact that 
is the covering group of L(3), the parameters can be chosen to l ie in 
the ranges 0 ^ cc < kn, 0:Su<a>, 0^7< 2jt. The representative of 
rg(o^u,7) in H is 
-iyj- -iuK- -iOJ-
Rg(Q^u,7) = e e e (2.72) 
The representation matrix is 
"m' m (G.U'f) ^ "m' m < 
- im'r .  
• ® "m' m = 
imCK 
(2.73) 
where the function d is defined as 
. -iuK 
d^, ^ (u) = (k m'l e |k m) .  (2.74) 
Explicit expressions for these d-functions are derived in the Appen­
dix; i t is shown that 
dj^i (u) = a^, ^ (-sinh |-u)^ (cosh ^u)"^ (a,b;c;-sinh^ ^), 
m" m m* m 
(2,75) 
where r and s are defined in 2.51 and 
a = }j{s - r) - k 
b = i-(s - r) + k + 1 
c = s + 1 
(2.76) 
(2.77) 
(2.78) 
iXm' + k + 1) r(m' - kT • 1 2 
0 , — 
mm T(m + k + 1) r(m - k)_ for m' ^ m (2.79) 
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4 .  m '  ( - " ' 4  m '  •  
k i  The d functions of SU(1,1) can be related to the d-" functions of 
SU(2). (Note our convention: the alphabetical irrep label k automatically 
refers to SU(1,1), while j  refers to SU(2)o Furthermore, the real part 
of k is always less than zero, while j  is always zero or greater. Thus 
a unitary representation matrix belongs to SU(1,I) i f  the real part of 
X is negative; otherwise, i t  belongs to SU(2).) Using the well-known 
relation (62) 
r(2) ni-z) = ,  (2.81) 
sin Jtz 
one can easily show that 
r(M''+s)-k) r(l+k-^(r-s)) 
—  =  ( - l ) S  ;  :  .  ( 2 . 8 2 )  
iXi(r-s)-k) r(l+k-|(r+s)) 
Let us define the analytic continuation of ni to be T(n+1) and also choose 
_i 
the z^ branch cut to l ie just below the positive real z-axis. Then, upon 
use of the hypergeometric symmetry relation (63) 
(a,b;c;z) = (1-z) ® ^F^ (a, c-b; c; ) ,  (2.83) 
we f ind the simple relationship 
d"* ,  (P) = d , (u) for j=k and u=ip. (2.84) 
m m m m 
This connection with the SU(2) functions may be used, together with 
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k 2.52, to derive symmetry relations for the d functions: 
m 
= („) (2.85b) 
.  (-1)"'-" jk (u) (2.85c) 
= ^ (-") (2.85d) 
° ''-It, -tn' • (Z-GSe) 
Equation 2.85b, which expresses the representation unitarity condition, is 
of course only valid in general for the unitary representations (i.e., the 
only complex k for which 2,85b is valid is a k wfth real part .  Equa­
tion 2.85a only relates to continuous-k representations (see l ist on page 
20) .  
By using the analytic continuation property (64) 
r(c) r(b-a) ,  
F, (a,b;c;z) = (-z) F, (a, 1-c+a ; l-b+a;z ) 
^ ' r(b) r(c-a) 2 1 
+ term with b and a interchanged ,  (2.86) 
k 
together with 2.75, we deduce the asymptotic properties of d^, ^ (u) for 
the continuous irreps: 
lX-2k-l) 
t- m 2 4' m u-Kn r(^(s-r)-k)r(i(s+r)-k) 
( i  giu)-2k-2 ^ (2.87) 
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By noting that 
i(r+s) = max(|m|,|m'|) (2.88a) 
g^r-s) = ±min(|m|,|m'|) (sign is sign of mm') ,  (2.88b) 
i t  is obvious that a and b (see 2.76,2.77) are both negative integers with 
Clearly the discrete representation functions damp more rapidly than 
the continuous representation functions, and the type 2 continuous 
functions fall off more rapidly than the type 3. In fact, the type 3 
representation functions do not decay rapidly enough for them to be square 
integrable with the weight function sinh u ,  so we wil l not deal with 
them further. 
1^ The completeness and orthogonality relations for the d functions 
k 
are derived in the Appendix; the results are easily extended to the D 
functions: 
a>b for the discrete irreps. Thus the series in 2.75 terminates, and 
the asymptotic behavior of d^, ^ (u) is just 
(2.89) 
CO 00 a tanh Jiu (G' 
1+ sin mn sech itju 
00 V(r-s)  
r -(k+^) D 
-k = "I or 1 m' m 
k vv (a' ,u',7') 
2 
= 8 « 6(a - a') 5(cosh u - cosh u') ô(7 - 7') (2.90) 
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A- Tt CO 2 IT ;i . . I 
r drx r du sinh u f dy D (a,u,7) D (a,u,7) 
•Iq Jq "^0 m, ^2 
1 - 2  . 2  
_ 1+ s in m. n seen np. 
' 8 ' «.,• m,. «m, 
2 TT 1^  K I ... 
r da r du sinh u r dr D ,  (Q:,u,7) D ,  (OjU/y) 
Jq JQ *^0 ""l ""l ""2 ""2 
-s/ 
' k4 "'2' ^ 
In addition, the discrete and continuous functions are mutually orthogonal. 
The l ight-l ike group: ê(2) 
The class of infinitesimal transformations which leave p^ invariant 
qO QJ ^ g 
is parameterized by u) subject only to the restriction uj ^ P^ = 0, from 
which we extract the three independent eguations 
(2.93a) 
= 0 (2.93b) 
= 0 .  (2.53c) 
The corresponding infinitesimal operator in Hilbert space is, from 2.18, 
1 - I" i  U>^ = 1 - i  {u)^'(J2~'^])+œ^^(J^+K2)+tt> 3 • (2.94) 
Thus is generated by the two operators 
A, = J, + Kg (2.95a) 
03 U) = 0 
10 U) - (1) 
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tu - U)' 
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(2 .95b)  
and J j ,  w i th  commuta t ion  re la t ions  
=  0  
=  - i  ^2  
(2 .96a)  
(2 .96b)  
=  i  t  (2 .96c)  
I t  i s  easy  to  see tha t  
(2 .97)  
i s  a  Cas imi r  opera to r  fo r  th is  subgroup.  
The above suba lgebra  o f  the  ILG L ie  a lgebra  genera tes  a  subgroup o f  
the  ILG;  th is  subgroup i s ,  f rom the  s t ruc tu re  o f  2 .96 ,  i somorph ic  to  E(2) ,  
the  group o f  mot ions  in  a  p lane ( ro ta t ions  p lus  t rans la t ions  in  two d imen­
s ions) .  The suba lgebra  a lso  genera tes  a  la rger  subgroup o f  ILG ' ,  namely  
a  g roup isomorph ic  to  ê (2) ,  de f ined  to  be  the  group F(2)  cxcept  tha t  
a  ro ta t ion  th rough 2n  i s  no t  the  iden t i t y ,  bu t  a  ro ta t ion  th rough k-n  i s .  
Th is  g roup ê (2)  i s  isomorph ic  to  G^.  
Fo l low ing  McKer re l l  (40) ,  we labe l  s ta tes  in  1(2)  by  p^ ,  the  e igen­
va lue  o f  and by  \ ,  the  e igenva lue  o f  J^ .  For  p^  =  0 ,  X i s  an  invar ian t  
and may take  on  any  in tegra l  o r  ha l f -odd- in tegra l  va lue .  
For  p^  >  0 ,  X i s  a  labe l  fo r  a  s ta te  w i th in  an  i r reduc ib le  man i fo ld ,  
and aga in  takes  on  e i ther  in tegra l  o r  ha l f -odd- in tegra l  va lues .  The 
opera to r  
p i  =  ±  i  (2 .98)  
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i s  a  ra is ing  ( lower ing)  opera to r  fo r  X;  
|p  X> =  p  |p  X± l>  (2 .99)  
A genera l  t rans fo rmat ion  in  may be  wr i t ten  in  the  fo rm 
r^03 , r ,7 )  =  r^^ (a )  ,  (2.100)  
mean ing  f i r s t  a  ro ta t ion  th rough ang le  Ct about  the  3 -ax is ,  fo l lowed by  a  
"d isp lacement "  o f  amount  r  in  the  2 -p lane,  and f ina l l y  another  ro ta t ion  
about  the  3 -ax is ,  th rough ang le  7 .  The parameter  o t  l i es  in  the  range 
0 ^  a  <  hn,  r  i s  any  non-negat ive  number ,  and  0  ^  7  <  2«.  The cor respond­
ing  H i lber t  space opera to r  i s  
- i7J  - i r&  - io j -
R^^a , r ,7 )  =  e  ^  e  e  ^  (2 .101)  
and the  representa t ion  mat r i x  i s  
A  A  
0 ^ 1  ^  ^  Cr^ (0 ! , r ,7 )^  
= ,  (2.102) 
where  J  i s  a  Besse l  func t ion  o f  the  f i r s t  k ind-  (We have taken 
5  =P  =  0  (2 .103)  
i n  McKer re l l ' s  (40)  equat ion  3 .15  in  order  to  ge t  th is  resu l t . )  
The comple teness  and o r thogona l i t y  re la t ions  fo r  E(2)  fo l low f rom the  
se l f - rec ip roca l  p roper ty  o f  the  Hanke l  t rans fo rm;  i .e . ,  a  square  in tegrab le  
func t ion  g  may be  expanded as  
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g (y )  =  r  dx  (xy )2  j  (xy )  J  dy '  (xy ' ) ^  J  (xy ' )  g (y ' )  .  (2 .104)  
0  ^0  ^ 
For  p  ^  0 ,  the  o r thogona l i t y  re la t ion  i s  
k n  œ  2 n  A ,  A  î V  
r  dcc r  d r  r  J  d j  ,  ,  (Q: , r ,7 )  ,  (Q: , r ,7 )  
•^0  • 'o  "^0  ^1  ^2  ^2  
=  8 / 5  ô  ,  ( 2 . 1 0 5 )  
XL XG X, ^2 * 
and the  comple teness  re la t ion  i s  
E  J  dp p  D^ ,  (a , r ,7 )  D^ ,  (a ' , r ' ,7 ' )  
XA '=-=  0  ^  ^  ^  ^  
o  ô ( r - r ' )  
=  8  JT ô (c i : -a ' )  0 (7 -7 ' )  •  (2 .106)  
For  p  =  0 ,  2 .102 becomes s imp ly  
{0ù , r ,7 )  =  ,  X =  X '  ,  (2.10?)  
where  we have exp l i c i t l y  ind ica ted  the  invar ian t  s ta tus  o f  X by  ra is ing  
i t  f rom a  subscr ip t  to  a  superscr ip t ;  the  representa t ions  a re  one-d imen-
s iona l ,  so  there  are  no  s ta te  labe ls  on  the  D- func t ion .  There  ex is ts  no  
p  =  0  o r thogona l i t y  re la t ion  in  the  s t r i c t  sense,  s ince  r  i s  unbounded and 
the  representa t ion  mat r i x  i s  a  func t ion  o f  OC and  7  on ly ;  the  e f fec t  o f  th is  
can be  seen c lear ly  by  tak ing  the  l im i t  p  - •  0  in  2 .105.  S imi la r l y ,  the  
super f luousness  o f  the  parameter  r  fo rb ids  any  we l l -de f ined  comple teness  
re la t ion  over  the  who le  o f  the  group man i fo ld .  
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The nu l l  l i t t l e  group:  SL(2 ,C)  
S ince  a l l  homogeneous  t rans fo rmat ions  o f  ILG leave  the  nu l l  four -
vec to r  invar ian t ,  the  l i t t l e  group i s  the  fu l l  homogeneous  g roup:  G^  i s  
isomorph ic  to  SL(2 ,C) .  Each i r reduc ib le  man i fo ld  in  the  car r ie r  space o f  
SL(2 ,C)  may be  labe led  by  two parameters  K,  and  v, def ined  in  te rms o f  the  
group Cas imi r  opera to rs  as  (14 ,15 ,21 ,26 ,37 ,38)  
J .J .  -  K jK .  =  (2 .108a)  
J .K .  =  I v  ;  (2.108b)  
2 - t  may take  on  any  In tegra l  va lue ,  wh i le  v may be  any  rea l  number  (o r  pure  
imag inary  number  i f  t  = 0) .  The genera l  un i ta ry  representa t ion  mat r i ces  on  
these  i r reduc ib le  man i fo lds  have been known fo r  on ly  a  shor t  t ime.  
Gre iman,  us ing  the  decompos i t ion  (65)  
L  =  R A N ,  (2.108c)  
where  R i s  a  ro ta t ion ,  A an  acce le ra t ion  in  the  3 -d i rec t ion ,  and 
- i (a&,+b& )  
N =  e  (2 .108d)  
(see  2 .95) ,  has  found exp l i c i t  express ions  fo r  the  mat r i x  e lements  in  two 
d i f fe ren t  bases .  S ince  we w i l l  no t  requ i re  any  o f  the  resu l ts  in  th is  
d isser ta t ion ,  we re fe r  the  in te res ted  reader  to  the  o r ig ina l  paper .  
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D.  Summary  and Phys ica l  In te rpre ta t ion  
Le t  us  pause b r ie f l y  to  summar ize  and d iscuss  the  ph i losophy  and in ­
te rp re ta t ion  o f  the  resu l ts  to  th is  po in t .  Spec ia l  re la t i v i t y  theory ,  
toge ther  w i th  the  supposed homogene i ty  o f  the  space- t ime cont inuum,  lead  us  
to  cons ider  fo rma l ly  the  Po incare  g roup.  (One cou ld  a lso  cons ider  the  
ex tended ILG,  composed o f  the  ILG w i th  space and t ime re f lec t ions  ad jo ined;  
the  la t te r  symmet r ies ,  however ,  a re  apparen t ly  no t  va l id  in  a l l  domains ,  
and so  we do  no t  t rea t  them here . )  In  o rder  to  exp lo i t  th is  symmet ry  i n  
the  s tudy  o f  quantum sys tems,  i t  i s  on ly  na tu ra l  to  use  the  mathemat ic ians '  
g roup representa t ion  theory ,  wh ich  lays  the  foundat ion  fo r  our  phys ica l  
inves t iga t ions  by  p rov id ing  us  in  a  most  na tu ra l  way  w i th  vec to r  spaces  
(e lements  o f  wh ich  we iden t i f y  as  quantum s ta tes)  and l i near  opera to rs  
(wh ich  we iden t i f y  as  phys ica l  observab les ,  the  e igenva lues  o f  wh ich  fo rm 
the  se t  o f  poss ib le  resu l ts  o f  a  measurement  o f  tha t  observab le ) .  In  o ther  
words ,  by  us ing  g roup- theore t i ca l  methods ,  we a re  spared  the  embar rass ing  
d i f f i cu l ty  o f  hav ing  to  invent  our  own opera to rs  and cons t ruc t  our  own 
s ta te  vec to rs  in  an  ad  hoc  manner .  
Hav ing  labored  th rough the  mathemat ica l  p rocedure  o f  cons t ruc t ing  
i r reduc ib le  un i ta ry  representa t ions  o f  the  Po incaré  g roup,  we a re  faced 
w i th  the  prob lem o f  phys ica l  in te rp re ta t ion .  We beg in  by  no t ing  tha t  each 
invar ian t  man i fo ld  wh ich  the  representa t ion  theory  has  c rea ted  i s  c lass i ­
f ied  and un ique ly  labe led  by  a  se t  o f  numbers  wh ich  i s  invar ian t—i .e . ,  
wh ich  appears  the  same to  a l l  poss ib le  observers .  Th is  fac t  a l lows us  to  
assoc ia te ,  in  some log ica l  way ,  un ique ly  de f ined  phys ica l  sys tems 
o r  ind iv idua l  ob jec ts  w i th  each o f  these  man i fo lds .  The obv ious  cand ida tes  
a re  the  "e lementary  par t i c les" ,  wh ich  indeed we be l ieve  to  appear  the  same 
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to  a l l  observers .  The labe ls  w i th in  each i r reduc ib le  man i fo ld  wh ich  tag  
par t i cu la r  bas is  vec to rs  a re  then  to  be  in te rpre ted  as  ind ica t ing  charac­
te r i s t i cs  o f  the  assoc ia ted  e lementary  par t i c le  wh ich  vary  depend ing  upon 
the  observer ;  e .g . ,  the  par t i c le 's  energy ,  the  z -component  o f  i t s  sp in ,  
e tc .  ( In  fac t ,  the  group representa t ion  ana lys is  even dec ides ,  f rom the  
po in t  o f  v iew o f  tha t  par t i cu la r  symmet ry  g roup,  exac t ly  how many such  
invar ian t  labe ls  and s ta te  vec to r  labe ls  a re  necessary  and su f f i c ien t . )  
As  we have seen,  fo r  the  Po incare  group the  invar ian t  labe ls  a re  p^  p^  
2 2 (o r  m ) ,  € ( fo r  the  cases  m s  0) ,  and the  l i t t l e  group invar ian t  labe ls .  
i  2 The s ta tes  are  labe led  by  p  (and the  s ign  o f  the  energy  e  fo r  m <  0)  
toge ther  w i th  the  appropr ia te  l i t t l e  group bas is  vec to r  labe ls .  In  o rder  
to  p lace  the  en t i re  scheme in  perspec t ive ,  re fe r  to  Tab le  1 .  
We have ye t  to  ind ica te  the  phys ica l  In te rpre ta t ion  o f  the  var ious  
l i t t l e  group bas is  vec to r  labe ls .  Before  th is  can be  done,  we must  choose 
a  par t i cu la r  fo rm fo r  L (p)  (see  2 .38) ;  l e t  us  take  
- i vK 
L(p)  =  R^( -7^P j7)  e  
- I7J ,  - iPJ ,  i7J ,  - i vK .  
=  e  e  e  e  ,  (2.108e)  
where  p  i s  parameter ized  by  € ,  m,  v ,  p ,  and 7 ,  and (as  per  the  d iscuss ion  
fo l low ing  2 .45)  O^P<n,  0< :7< Zi t .  The range o f  v  depends  upon the  
" type"  o f  p .  To see  th is ,  we ob ta in  the  l i nk  between the  ang le  parameters  
V ,  p,  and 7 ,  and the  four -vec to r  components  p^  by  us ing  the  four -vec to r  
t rans fo rmat ion  p roper ty  o f  P ,  
L  P*^  L " '  =  P^  ,  (2.109)  
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whîc l i  can  be  p roved very  s imp ly  f rom 2 .8  and the  de f in i t ion  o f  a  group 
representa t ion  (40 ,  p .  2k) .  For  purposes  o f  th is  sec t ion  and fo r  fu tu re  
re fe rence we l i s t  in  Tab le  2  severa l  use fu l  re la t ions ,  p roved us ing  the  
ILG genera to r  commuta t ion  re la t ions  (2 .20-2 .22)  toge ther  w i th  the  iden t i t y  
(40 ,  p .  132)  
e^  B e  ^  =  B +  — [A,B]  +  — [A,  [A ,B ] ]  +  .  .  .  (2 .110)  
i ;  21 
Using  the  app l i cab le  equat ions  in  Tab le  2 ,  we f ind  
L(p)P^L ' (p )  =  cosh V -  s inh  v  s in  P cos  y p '  
-  s inh  V  s in  P s in  y P^ -  s inh  v  cos  p  P^  ,  (2.111)  
so  tha t ,  remember ing  2 .109,  
t  ^  =  cosh V (2 .112a)  
- i ' q  = =  s inh  v  s in  p  cos  y (2 .112b)  
=  s inh  v  s in  P s in  y (2 .112c)  
=  s inh  V cos  3  .  (2.112d)  
Equat ions  2 .36  and 2 .1 ,  toge ther  w i th  2 .112,  serve  to  demonst ra te  tha t  a  
t ime- l i ke  p  i s  parameter ized  as  
p^  =  em (cosh  v ,s inh  v  s in  P cos  7 , s inhv  s inP s in  7 ,s inh  v  cos  P)  ,  
(2.113)  
and tha t  a l l  t ime- l i ke  p  are  non- redundant ly  inc luded by  res t r i c t ing  v  to  
non-negat ive  va lues .  
S imi la r l y  we f ind  tha t  
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=  s inh  V (2 .114a)  
=  cosh V s in  P cos  7  (2 .114b)  
=  cosh V  s in  P s in  7  (2 .114c)  
=  cosh V cos  P  3 (2 .114d)  
so  tha t  space- l i ke  p  are  parameter ized  as  
p^  =  m(s inh  v ,cosh  v  s in  P cos  7 ,cosh v  s in  P s in  7 ,cosh v  cos  p )  
(2 .115)  
w i t h  - œ  <  V  <  œ ,  a n d  l i g h t - l i k e  p  a s  
p^  =  €cu e^ ( l , s inp  cos  7 ,s in  P s in  7 , 0 0 5  P)  (2 .116)  
w i t h  - 0 0  <  V  <  < » .  
Now tha t  we have chosen L (p ) ,  we p roceed to  de termine  the  phys ica l  
mean ing  o f  the  l i t t l e  group bas is  vec to r  labe ls .  S ince  
=  0  fo r  i  =  1 ,2 ,3 ,  (2 .117)  
(see  2 .30) ,  the  opera to r  commutes  w i th  a l l  ro ta t ions .  Fur thermore ,  
i vK  .  - ivK Q .  
e J .P  e  =  W cosh  V +  W s inh  v  (2 .118)  
I  
can be  proved by  us ing  2 .110 toge ther  w i th  the  commuta t ion  re la t ions  
CKj .J jP ' i  =  - iW^ (2 .119a)  
[K  y ]  = - iW°  ,  (2.119b)  
wh ich  fo l low f rom 2 .30  and 2 .31 .  Now (see  2 .31 ,  2 .36 ,  and 2 .39)  
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W° |p j€ ,m)  j  X> = 0  (2 .120a)  
j  X> = em X lP ' ^ (€ ,m)  j  x) (2 .120b)  
Ip 'g (m)  k  x) = m X |p ' ^ (m)  k  x) (2 .120c)  
iP '^ (m)  k  X) = 0  (2 .120d)  
IP '^(G,UJ) P X) = G (U X | f y ^(€JU)) P X) (2 .120e)  
|^^(G,UJ) P X) = € U )  X |^(€,M) p X> ,  (2.120f )  
so  tha t  ( reca l l  2 .38)  
» 
J .P '  | p j  x) = € m X s inh  v  | p j  X)  fo r  p^p^  >0  (2 .121a)  
J .p '  |p  k  X)  =  m X cosh  v  |p  k  X)  fo r  <  0 (2 .121b)  
J .p '  |p  p  X)  =  e  u> X  e^  |p  p  X) fo r  p^p^=0,  bu t  #  0 .  (2 .121c)  
Compar ing  w i th  2 .113,  2 .115,  and 2 .116 respec t ive ly ,  we a r r i ve  a t  the  
impor tan t  resu l t  
HEL 
HEL 
|p  j  X)  =  X 1p  j  X> fo r  p^p^  >  0  (2 .122a)  
|p  k  x) = X Ip  k  x) fo r  p^p^  <  0  (2 .122b)  
HEL |p  p  X)  =  X |p  p  x) fo r  p^p^=0,bu t  #0  ,  (2.122c)  
J jP '  € "  „  
HEL =  —:—T (n=0 fo r  p  p  <0 ;  o therw ise  n= l )  (2 .123)  
(p 'p ' )2  ^  
i s  the  he l i c i t y  opera to r  wh ich  p ro jec ts  ou t  the  component  o f  a  s ta te 's  
where  
angu la r  momentum a long the  d i rec t ion  o f  p .  There fo re ,  in  a l l  th ree  cases  
(p^p^  =  0 ,  p^  #  0 ) ,  the  bas is  vec to r  labe l  X i s  the  he l i c i t y  o f  the  s ta te .  
We po in t  ou t  paren the t ica l l y  tha t  th is  in te rpre ta t ion  depends  c r i t i ca l l y  
upon the  cho ice  o f  L (p ) ;  fo r  another  poss ib i l i t y ,  see  McKer re l1  (40) .  
We have d iscussed the  mean ing  o f  j ,  the  l i t t l e  group invar ian t  labe l  
fo r  the  t ime- l i ke  case:  i t  i s  jus t  the  res t - f rame angu la r  momentum,  o r  
"sp in" ,  o f  the  s ta te  (par t i c le ) .  The labe ls  k  and p  fo r  the  space- l i ke  
and l i gh t - l i ke  cases  respec t ive ly  do  no t  appear  to  have a  c lear  phys ica l  
mean ing .  However ,  a  space- l i ke  par t i c le  i s  a  " tachyon"  (66-67) ,  wh ich  ( i f  
i t  ex is ts )  nobody  rea l l y  knows how to  descr ibe  phys ica l l y  anyway.  Po incare  
g roup theory  imp l ies  tha t  i t  shou ld  no t  have the  quantum charac te r is t i c  
"sp in"  (wh ich  requ i res  a  res t  f rame fo r  de f in i t ion) ,  bu t  ra ther  t ' ^e  quantum 
number  k .  A s im i la r  s ta tement  can  be  made fo r  the  l i gh t - l i ke  p  0  "par t i ­
c les"  (so-ca l led  " in f in i te  sp in"  par t i c les ) :  i f  they  ex is t ,  they  a re  
descr ibed  by  the  cont inuous  parameter  p .  Par t i c les  w i th  p  =  0  have been 
found in  na ture ,  the  photon  and the  neut r ino  be ing  the  fami l ia r  examples .  
For  a  d iscuss ion  o f  the  m -»  0  l im i t  and the  re la t ion  between par t i c les  
o f  smal l  mass  and par t i c les  o f  zero  mass ,  see  McKer re l1 (40)  and the  resu l ts  
o f  severa l  o ther  inves t iga to rs  (68-72) .  Ber t rand (73)  and Ryder  (74)  have 
d iscussed the  g roup- theore t i ca l  nonre la t i v is t i c  l im i t  o f  the  Po incare  
g roup,  the  Ga l i le i  g roup.  For  o ther  d iscuss ions  o f  mass  zero  represen­
ta t ions ,  see the  papers  by  Lomont  and Moses  (75) ,  Sh i rokov  (76) ,  and 
Fronsda l  (77) .  
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E.  Some C lebsch-Gordan Coef f i c ien ts  
I t  i s  use fu l  to  decompose s ta tes  o f  the  fo rm |p^  .  m^.  p^  mg j ) ,  
each  par t  o f  wh ich  t rans fo rms independent ly  i n  the  obv ious  way under  a  L ie  
group genera ted  by  a  d is t inc t  se t  [P .^^M.^^ ; i= l ,2 ]  o f  genera to rs ,  in to  a  
sum o f  s ta tes  each o f  wh ich  has  de f in i te  t rans fo rmat ion  p roper t ies  under  
a  th i rd  L ie  group genera ted  by  where  .  
The expans ion  coe f f i c ien ts  in  th is  decompos i t ion ,  o r  " reduc t ion" ,  a re  
ca l led  Clebsch-Gordan coe f f i c ien ts ,  by  obv ious  ana logy  w i th  the  ro ta t ion  
group.  
In  o rder  to  accompl ish  the  decompos i t ions ,  we requ i re  a  theorem 
wh ich  we s ta te  w i thou t  p roo f  (78a,  p .  40) :  
Theorem:  The opera to r  eV j  =  S  d J .  (g )  g  ^ i s  a  p ro jec t ion  oper ­
a to r  fo r  the  i ^^  s ta te  o f  the  i r reduc ib le  representa t ion  o f  a  g roup 
G;  i .e . ,  g iven  any  s ta te  (s ta te ) ,  eY j  (s ta te )  t rans fo rms under  G l i ke  
\v i )  fo r  any  j .  (For  con t inuous  g roups ,  l i ke  ILG ' ,  the  summat ion  over  
d isc re te  group e lements  i s  o f  course  rep laced by  an  in tegra l  over  the  
group parameter  space w i th  the  appropr ia te  invar ian t  vo lume e lement  
(18 ,  p .  313) . )  
Reduc t ion  o f  two t ime- l i ke  s ta tes  w i th  a  t ime- l i ke  sum 
The p rob lem o f  f ind ing  the  C lebsch-Gordan coe f f i c ien t  wh ich  coup les  
two pos i t i ve  energy  s ta tes  to  a  pos i t i ve  energy  t ime- l i ke  s ta te  was f i r s t  
success fu l l y  so lved  by  Jacob and Wick  (78b) .  I t  has  s ince  been d iscussed 
by  many au thors ,  inc lud ing  Lomont  (79) ,  Pukanszky  (80) ,  Joos  (81) ,  
Macfar lane  (82) ,  and la te r  con t r ibu to rs  (83-87) .  
Cons ider  the  d i rec t  p roduc t  s ta te  |p j '  s^  X j  p^ '  s^  where  p^ '  
and p^ '  have  parameters  (see  2 .113)  m^,  ,  m^,  and 
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7 ,  =  Tg ^  I t  (2 .124)  
P]  =  i"  +  € ,€2  ( im-Pg)  (2 .125)  
_ 2 2 
s+m,  -m^ 
cosh  V ,  =  — (2 .126)  1 
Zee^m^s/T  
2 2 
s+m_ -m,  
cosh  v_  =  ,  (2 .127)  
where  
€  =  2 [ (E i+e2)+(c , -e2)sgn(m| -m2) ]  (2 .128)  
and the  +  or  -  s ign  i s  chosen so  tha t  bo th  7^  and l i e  in  the  range 
0  ^  7 .  < 2n.  Wi th  th is  cho ice  o f  parameters ,  i t  i s  easy  to  see tha t  we 
a re  in  the  "cen ter  o f  momentum"  sys tem o f  par t i c les  1  and 2 :  
P l ' ^+  Pg ' "  =  € ( \ / I ,0 ,0 ,0 )  = ' j y^ (e ,> / I )  .  (2 .129)  
The d i rec t  p roduc t  s ta te  can be  wr i t ten  (see 2 .38  and 2 .108)  
|p , '  s ,  X ,  P2 '  =2  A?)  =  *  
- ' [7 l t&(1+ClC2 ' * ' ^23  - ' [&"+  (^31-  P^)  i Jgg  ' [7 ,+ i (1+e,e2)* ]J23  
e  e  e  
- i v -K  
e  ^  |? t (e , ,m^)  s^  ^2  ^2^  '  (2 .130)  
the  f i r s t  subscr ip ts  on  the  opera to rs  re fe r r ing  to  the  respec t ive  H i lber t  
spaces .  S ince  (see  Tab le  2 )  
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± i j tO.  - i xO + i t0 . i  i xO_ 
e  e  e  -  =  e  ,  (2 .131)  
where  O j  i s  o r  and 0^  i s  o r  (O^ î^O^) ,  we may wr i te  
- i (7+ i t )J -  - i (n -p ) j  i (7+n)Jg  - i vK .  
e  e  e  e  
- i y J  - iPJ_  ivK - i yJ .  - i i r j  
=  e  e  e  e  e  ,  (2.132)  
and hence 2 .130 may be  rewr i t ten  
s  -X ,  i ( x , -€ ,e  X)7  
|p , '  s ,  X,  Pz '  s ,  X ; )  =  [ l+ i ( l+€ ,e2) ( ( - l )  2  2 - l ) ]e  '  ^2^  '  
- I71J3 r  "^1^7*2^23)  
e  e  l e  
hPt (E, ,m, )  s^  s^  (2 .133)  
(We have used 2 .52a in  th is  las t  s tep . )  
Now,  app ly ing  the  a fo rement ioned p ro jec t ion  theorem,  we de f ine  
fy . (e , \ / s )  j  X \  s  -x_  
e ,  m,  5 ,  ^2  "  )  = T l+H '+e je j )  (< " ' )  "D ]  
hn 3C 2JI . . - i yJ .  - iPJ-  - iCU,  
r  da  J  dp s in  (3 J  dy  D- j  [ r  (a ,P , r ) ]  e  e  e  { }  ,  
0 0  0  f^A.  I  
(2.134)  
where  { }  i s  the  s ta te  de f ined  in  2 .133 in  braces  and i s  in te rpre ted  
phys ica l l y  as  a  s ta te  w i th  two par t i c les  w i th  equa l  and oppos f te  th ree-
momenta  a long  the  3 -ax is .  Now,  f rom the  un i ta ry  o f  the  D-^  mat r i ces .  
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=  e 'wG d j^ (p )  e '&?  .  (2 .135)  
S ince  [J^ ,K^ ]  =  0 ,  we can  do  the  a  in tegra t ion ,  wh ich  g ives  a  fac to r  
6  -,  .  ;  i .e . ,  on ly  one o f  the  (2 j+ l )  p ro jec t ion  opera to rs  p ro jec ts  
ou t  a  non-zero  reduced s ta te .  Consequent ly  we d rop  the  u  labe l  on  the  
le f t -hand s ide  o f  2 .134.  By  compar ing  2 .133 and 2 .134,  we see  immedia te ly  
tha t  
j  X 
mj  s ,  €2  S2 "1  X, XG 
4' "t """l fgde, sin e, |p,'s, X, P,' s, Ij). 
(2 .136)  
Let  us  now genera l i ze  th is  resu l t  to  non-center -o f -momentum f rames by  
0  Ct  
app ly ing  the  boos t  opera to r  L (p ) ,  where  sgn(p  )=€  and p  p^=s ,  to  2 .136;  the  
resu l t  can  be  wr i t ten  in  the  fo rm 
D^ ,  ^Cg^ j . ( - t (p ) , ^ " ' (p )p2)3  IP ]  X^ '  Pg Xg ' )  ,  (2 .137)  
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where  p .= t (p )p ' .  and 9^  i s  de f ined  in  2 .43 .  I t  can be  shown tha t  (40 ,  
p .  135)  
,2% % 8s  ^  ^  
J d7  J  dp s inp  g(p ,P ,7)  =  /  mm fdp.dp  Ô (P i+p , -p ) f (p \ ,p , ) ,  
0  0  Vx(s ,m, ' ,m2 )  '  ^  '  
(2 .138)  
where  =  s j  p ,  7  are  the  po la r  ang les  o f  p^  i n  the  f rame in  wh ich  
P =e(Vs,0 ,0 ,0 ) ;  g (p ,P ,7)= f (p^ ,p^^ ;  
d^P 
dp  n "  ;  (2 .139)  
2 |P° |  
and 
X(a ,b ,c )  =  a^  +  b^  +  c f  -  2ab -  2ac  -  2bc  (2 .140)  
i s  the  (symmet r ic )  t r iang le  func t ion .  Use o f  th is  change o f  var iab les  on  
2 .137 g ives  
|P  j  & )32n N s  ~  4  =  /  2 2 !  "^2  «  <P,+P2- ' ' )  VX(  s ,m.  l€ l  mj  S j  ^  
^2  
s .  
I  [g^^ ( - t ' (p ) , '£ - "  (p ipg) ]  IP^ '  Pg Sg X^ '}. (2 .141)  
To  de termine  the  normal iza t ion  cons tan t  N ,  we choose the  invar ian t  
normal iza t ion  fo r  s ing le  par t i c le  s ta tes  
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<P s  X I  p '  s '  X '>  =  6  (p -p ' )  6g  g ,  6^  (2 .142)  
and fo rm 
P '  j '  X '  
e |  '  m|  '  S |  •  C j '  i t i j '  Sg '  ^1  ^2  
f rom 2 .141.  IP  can  be  ca lcu la ted  qu i te  eas i l y  us ing  the  group representa­
t ion  proper ty  o f  the  D-mat r i ces ,  2 .54 ,  and 2 .138;  the  va lue  i s  
IP  =  
256 j t ^  s  1  
, ,  ,  1  ZT .  1 
'X(s ,m^ )  j+^  j  '  ^X X '  ® (P~P '^  
2 2 
n ô(m.  -m.  '  )  ô -  -  I  Ô,  , 1  5-  p i  
•  « I  I  5  # 3  # ^  ^  # t  •  t  » 1=1 I I  I I  I I  
(2.144)  
Consequent ly  i t  i s  conven ien t  and na tu ra l  to  choose 
/R X4(s ,m^^ ,m2^)  
32  vT i "  
(2 .145)  
so  tha t  
2  . 2 >  
IP  =  6  (p -p ' )  6 ;  6 ,  , ,  n  6  ,  6(m.  -m. '  )  6  s '  ®X X '  *  
J  J  X  A .  e .  e  .  I  I  i  i  i  i  
(2 .146)  
F ina l l y  we de f ine  the  genera l  C lebsch-Gordan coe f f i c ien t  as  
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P i  P2 ^2  h. 
P j  X 
€ ,  n ,  s , '  C j  n .3  S j '  
j+i 
Vx(s ,m|^ ,m2^)  
i 
Ô (p ,+Po-p)  D" !  1  ^2  ( -7 , ,P , ,7 , )  Î I  6 (p .^ -m.^ )  I '  1 '  I  i= i  Î  •  "6 . ,sgn(p j  )  
s .  
Gs . '  s ,  "x j  X , '  t9 „« . (p ) , - l " ' (p )p , ) ]  ;  (2 .147)  
w i th  th is  de f in i t ion .  
p  j  \  
€ ,  n i j  '  Eg Sg '  ^1  ^2  
L Jd^p ,  d%2 
S j  X ,  
"2  ^  
P,  X,  P2 ^2  ^2  
P j  X 
" " l  '  ^2  " "2  ^2 '  
Ip^  X^  P2  ^2  ^2^  (2 .148)  
IP ]  X^  Pg  Sg Xg)  .  Z \  ,  
J  X  S j  
X, '  X2 '  =2 '  
J*d% d(m^^)  d (m2^)  
^1  ^2  2^ h \  
P j  X 
X , '  X '  
6 j  n i j  s^ '  €2  ( "2  S2 '  1  2  
" " i  ^2  * "2  ^2 '  
no te  tha t ,  a l though the  no ta t ion  i s  somewhat  cumbersome,  the  ideas  a re  
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ex t remely  s imp le :  the  C lebsch-Gordan coe f f i c ien t  con ta ins  a l l  two-par t i c le  
labe ls  in  the  upper  row,  and a l l  necessary  reduced-s ta te  labe ls  in  the  
bo t tom two rows,  i n  exac t ly  the  fo rmat  i n  wh ich  they  appear  i n  the  s ta te  
vec to r .  To  use  the  coe f f i c ien t ,  one s imp ly  sums over  a l l  labe ls  in  the  
"o ther "  k ind  o f  s ta te .  
I t  i s  c lear  tha t  the  coe f f i c ien ts  a lso  obey  very  s imp le  comple teness  
re la t ions ;  
s ,  X ,  
J  d  p ]  d  pg  
P]  s^  p^  s^  Xg 
P  j  X 
€ i  s^ '  62  s^ '  X l '  X^ '  
P i  X^  P2 Sg Xg 
X " X "  
c , '  m/  s , ' '  e^ '  s , ' '  1  2  
=  Ô^(p-p ' )  6 ;  ; i  11  n  6^  c  ,  6 (m.^ -m. ' ^ )  6^  ,  ^  11 6^  ,  ^  
(2 .150)  
' j  j '  'X  X '  ^  i  i  '  -S j -  s . "  X j '  X j  
j  X s , '  s^ '  
t , '  ^2 '  =2 '  
P i  X^  Pg Sg Xg 
P j  X 
I  ^ 1  * "1  "J  "2  "2  "2  
J  d*p df rn^^ )  d (m2^)  
* 
e,  m,  s , '  € -  m_ s^  '  ^1  ^2  
P i '  s / '  ^1"  P2 '  ^2"  
p  j  X 
m,  ^2  "2  h '  
'  n  6  (P t "P ; ' )  Ô s  : I  6.  .  I  I  
i=l ' ' S; S| XJ XJ 
(2 .151)  
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F ina l l y ,  we no te  two symmet ry  re la t ions  obeyed by  the  coe f f i c ien ts .  
The f i r s t ,  invo lv ing  in te rchange o f  the  two par t i c les ,  fo l lows a lmost  
immedia te ly  f rom 2 .52a,  2 .124,  2 .125,  and 2 .147,  and we s ta te  i t  w i thout  
fo rma l  p roo f ;  
P l^ l ^ l  92^2^2  
P j  X 
=  ( - ! )  
1^2)  
P2S2X2 
'P  j  X 
(2.152) 
The second invo lves  revers ing  a l l  he l i c i t ies ,  and aga in ,  w i th  the  he lp  o f  
2 .52 ,  we f ind  tha t  
^1  ®1 " ^1  ' ' 2  ^2  ~^2  
P j  -X 
€1 m^ s^ '  Eg Sg '  "VV 
(-1) 
X-X^ ' -Xg '+ f l+E jCgïXg 
f P,  X j  Pg Sg Xg 
P  j  X 
^1  " " l  ^1 '  ^2  " "2  ^2 '  ^  ^  
. (2 .153)  
Reduc t ion  o f  two t ime- l i ke  s ta tes  w i th  a  space- l i ke  sum 
I t  i s  c lear  tha t  the  sum o f  two t ime- l i ke  momenta  whose energ ies  a re  
o f  oppos i te  s ign  can be  a  space- l i ke  momentum,  fo r  i f  we examine the  sum 
in  the  res t  f rame o f  one o f  the  par t i c les ,  then  
(P ,+P2) " (P ,+P2)W =  P | "p , „  -  P/Pz^  +  
2 _ 2 
-  +  nig  
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2 |P i ° I IP2° I  ^  =  (m^- in^ )^  .  (2 .154)  
There fo re  in  the  case o f  equa l  masses ,  the  sum i s  space- l i ke  except  in  the  
spec ia l  case  (p^+p2)=0;  fo r  unequa l  masses ,  the  sum can be  space- l i ke ,  
l i gh t - l i ke ,  o r  t ime- l i ke  (cons idered  in  the  prev ious  sec t ion) .  
The reduc t ion  o f  two-par t i c le  s ta tes  w i th  a  space- l i ke  sum has  been 
cons idered  by  Joos(88) ,  Fe ldman and Mat thews (89 ,90) ,  and by  Boyce e t  
a l .  (91) .  Our  t rea tment  here  i s  a  genera l i za t ion  o f  the i r  work  to  a l l  
f rames.  
We p roceed in  much the  same way as  in  the  prev ious  sec t ion ,  the  
essent ia l  d i f fe rence be ing  the  in t roduc t ion  o f  the  opera to r  
- i vK  
Lg(p)  =  Rg( -7 ,u ,7 )  e  
- i7J  - iuK_ Î7J ,  - i vK  
=  e  ^  e  ^  e  ^  e  ^  ,  (2.155)  
where  p  i s  a  func t ion  o f  7 ,  u ,  and v  th rough the  re la t ion  
tg (p )  p .  =  p  ,  (2.156)  
i  be ing  the  " type"  o f  p .  Us ing  Tab le  2 ,  i t  i s  easy  to  show tha t  
L^ (p)  P^  '  (p)  =  cosh V cosh  u  P^  +  cosh v  s inhu  s in  7  P^ 
2  7 
-  cosh v  s inhu  cos  7  P -  s inhv  P ,  (2.157)  
so  tha t  (compare  w i th  2 .111)  an  a rb i t ra ry  t ime- l i ke  four -momentum p  i s  
parameter ized  as  
(2 .158)  
p ^  = €m(cosh V  cosh u , -cosh  v  s inhu  s in  7 ,cosh  v  s inhu  cos  7 ,s inhv)  
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where  -»  <  v  <  » ,  0  ^  7  <  2 j r ,  and  0  ^  u  <  œ. 
Cons ider  the  two four -momenta  P j '  and Pg ' ,  parameter ized  as  in  2 .158,  
w i th  €^€2=- ! ,  whose sum i s  a  "s tandard"  space- l i ke  four -vec to r :  
P ]  '  +  Pg '  =  ,  t  <  0 ,  (2 .159)  
Th is  cons t ra in t  requ i res  tha t  
7^  =  Tg (2 .160a)  
u^  =  Ug (2 . I60b)  
^ 2 2 
- t -m +m 
s inh  V =  —(2 . l60c)  
2e^m^V^ 
^ 2 2 
- t -m,  +m 
s inh  V-  =  —^ .  (2. l60d)  
As  fo r  the  t ime- l i ke  case,  we now de f ine  
p^(N/ - t )  k  X \  k  r  -1  
\  (O.u . r ) ]  
^ I ' ^ l ^ l  ^2 ' "2®2 
— i ^J - j  — iuK_ — i  (v .K |^+v_K-~)  ~  ^  
e ^  e  {e  |p^ (€pm^)  s^  P^(€2 ,n i2^  
2  Jt  00  ,  "  2  
n  
" "  NJQ <"• ,  Jo" " !  ^ ' " " "1  i  = l  
|p , '  s ,X , "  P j '  Ox ! " '  <2.161)  
I I 
Now car ry  the  space- l i ke  reduced s ta te  to  a  genera l  f rame by  app ly ing  
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L (p) ,  where  p  =  t ,  to  2 .161.  Because (see  2 .43)  
=  I  Vp j )  t (p )  * (p )p . ]  I  ^[- t  ' (p )P j3  \p )p . ]  - t [p^ (e ,  ,m, )  ]  
=  I  ^(p. )  t (p )  ' (p )p .3  
=  9 ts [ t (p ) ,4 : ' (p )p ; ]  ,  (2.162)  
where  p .  i s  de f ined  as  
p .  =  - t (p )  p .  '  ,  (2.163)  
the  resu l t  can  be  wr i t ten  
2  s .  ,  
F  ,  H Ox ' :  (P)P; ) ]  IP j  S j  \ J '  P^  Xg ' ) .  (2 .164)  
Xg i  —1 i  I  
A resu l t  ana logous  to  2 .138 can be  proved fo r  the  space- l i ke  sum 
case (see  Append ix ) .  Equat ions  2 .138-2 .153 then have a  d i rec t  ana log  in  
the  space- l i ke  sum case ;  each equat ion  i s  va l id  fo r  the  space- l i ke  case 
p rov ided we make the  rep lacements  
s  + t  (2 .165a)  
(2 .165b)  
j  -»  k  ( in  reduced s ta te  labe l ing)  (2 .165c)  
- *  u^  (2 . l65d)  
g t t  = ' t s  
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g  (2 .165e)  
U  tanh i tu  
j -4  -  -(k+ i )  or 2 — (2.165f) 
1+s in  X« sech  « ju  
® j  j  •  k '  1+s in^XJt  sech^ i tu  
-  or  ô(u-m ' )  (2 .165g)  
j+^  - (k+^)  u  tanh i r ^  
Reduc t ion  o f  two t ime- l i ke  s ta tes  w i th  a  l i gh t - l i ke  sum 
The pa t te rn  we se t  in  the  t ime- l i ke -sum case aga in  serves  us  we l l  
i n  the  l i gh t - l i ke  case (89-91) .  In t roduce the  opera to r  
- i vK  
L^(p)  =  R^( -7 , r ,7 )  e  
- i r J ,  - i rA_  i r J ,  - i vK 
=  e  e  e  e  (2 .166)  
wh ich  i s  capab le  o f  tak ing  a  pos i t i ve  mass  res t  s ta te  in to  an  a rb i t ra ry  
f rame;  in  fac t ,  an  a rb i t ra ry  t ime- l i ke  four -momentum p  i s  parameter ized  
as  (compare  w i th  2 .158)  
u  /  .  1  2 -v  -v -v .  • .  .  1 2 -v\  p =  em (cosh  v  +  ^ r  e  ,  - re  cos  y  3 - re  s in  7 ,  s inh  v  +  -g- r  e  )»  
(2 .167)  
whe r e 0 ^ r < o o ,  0 ^ y < 2n, -œ <  v  <  œ. Cons ider  two momenta ,  p^ '  and  
Pg '  (w i th  e^e^^- l ) ,  wh ich  a re  so  parameter ized ,  and whose sum i s  the  
"s tandard"  l i gh t - l i ke  vec tor  p^ (€ ,U) )  (see  2 .36c) .  I t  i s  s imp le  a lgebra  
to  show tha t  th is  requ i res  the  parameters  o f  p^ '  and p^ '  to  sa t i s fy  
7^  =  72  (2 .168a)  
Tj  =  r^  (2 .168b)  
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2m,W 
V,  =  log  -—2 27 (2 .168c)  
h j  I  
2m U)  
V  =  log  -—2 27 '  (2. l68d)  
kg  -m^ I  
and the  s ign  o f  the  energy  o f  the  sum to  be  g iven  by  
e  =  e ,  sgn fmi -mg)  =  sgnCm^-mj ) .  (2 .169)  
The ana log  o f  2 .161 and 2 .134 i s  the  de f in i t ion  
A 
P 
e ,m,s ,  € .m_s 
P . (e ,w)   X \  2«  ® A _  
X ,  \ y )  =  4% N,  r  d r  r  d r  r  D [ r .  (0 , r ,7 ) ]  
I '  r i  "2"2"2  '  ^  0  • 'O X ,+X2,X t  
- i rJ  - i r&_  - i (v ,K , ,+v  K , - )  _  ^  
e ^  e  [e  « 13  2  23  |p^ (e | ,m, )  s^  X ,  P tCe^ fm^)  X^) ]  
|p , '  X , "  Pg '  Sg Y ' )  X. [9 t tC t t (P i ' ) ,P t (e ; ,m; ) ) ]  ,  (2-170)  
and we de f ine  g  .  in  the  obv ious  manner  (see  2 .162) .  The f ina l  resu l t  
fo r  the  expans ion  o f  the  d i rec t  p roduc t  i n  an  a rb i t ra ry  f rame i s  
A  
P P X j =.4„  dr, .f^dr ,  r ,  (-r, , r , , r , )  
2 s .  
T  T1 D  [g  , ( t (p ) , t  (p )p . ) ]  |p ,  s ,  X.  '  p_  s  X_ ' ) .  (2 .171)  
X , '  Xg '  ;=1  ^ i  ^ i  '  I I I  I  ^ I  
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I f  we de f ine  o j '  as  a  func t ion  o f  u) ,  and  th rough the  re la t ion  
I 2 2 |  
2  2  ' " "2  ' " " l  '  W =  w'  ,  M V ,  W'  >  0 ,  (2 .172)  
then  2 .138  wi th  s  rep laced by  u) '  ho lds  a lso  fo r  the  l i gh t - l i ke  case (see  
Append ix ) .  Equat ions  2 .141-2 .153 a re  cor rec t  a lso  fo r  the  l i gh t - l i ke  
case p rov ided we make the  subs t i tu t ions  
j  — p  ( in  reduced s ta te  labe l ing)  (2 .173a)  
(2 .173b)  
s  w '  (2 .173c)  
P ,  -  (2.173d)  
9 t t  ^ t l  (2 . l73e)  
j+ i  -  P (2 .173f )  
Ô.  j ,  -  ô(p-p ' )  (2 .173g)  
andJ  o f  course ,  the  d isc re te  sum over  j  i s  rep laced by  an  in tegra l  over  p .  
(The symmet ry  re la t ion  2 .153 fo l lows f rom the  Besse l  func t ion  fo rmu la  wh ich  
re la tes  negat ive  o rder  func t ions  to  pos i t i ve  order  func t ions ,  
J (z) = (-1)" J (z) .) (2.174) 
-n  n  
Other  d i rec t  p roduc t  reduc t ions  
The pa t te rn  i s  c lear  a t  th is  po in t ,  and we w i l l  no t  con t inue  der iv ing  
spec i f i c  C lebsch-Gordan coe f f i c ien ts ;  they  can eas i l y  be  der ived  when 
needed f rom the  too ls  p rov ided in  th is  chapter .  In  fac t ,  in  v iew o f  the  
remarkab le  s im i la r i t y  be tween the  cases  wh ich  we have p resented  in  de ta i l .  
one can a lmost  wr i te  down immedia te ly  the  requ i red  coe f f i c ien t  as  the  
p roper  combina t ion  o f  representa t ion  func t ions .  
F .  H igher  Coef f i c ien ts  
The ana log  o f  6 - j  symbo ls  (Racah coe f f i c ien ts  (92) ) ,  9 - j  symbo ls  (43) ,  
e tc .  can  a lso  be  de f ined  and exh ib i ted  exp l i c i t l y  fo r  the  Po incare  g roup.  
We w i l l  no t  cons ider  them in  th is  d isser ta t ion ,  bu t  mere ly  re fe r  the  reader  
to  the  l i te ra tu re  (93-97) ,  wh ich  i s  very  l im i ted  in  scope cons ider ing  the  
la rge  var ie ty  o f  types  o f  representa t ions  in  the  Po incare  g roup.  
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I I I .  G E N E R A L  A P P L I C A T I O N S  
A .  Theory  o f  Par t ia l  Wave Expans ions  
We now tu rn  f rom the  fo rma l  mechan ics  o f  Po incarê  group theory  to  
cons ider  app l i ca t ions .  Severa l  au thors  have cons idered  imp l i ca t ions  o f  
Po incare  invar iance  in  re la t i v is t i c  par t i c le  cor re la t ion  theory  (98-100) .  
(Dre i t le in  (100)  a lso  con ta ins  a  luc id  d iscuss ion  o f  the  mean ing  o f  the  
Wigner  ro ta t ion  g^^  and o f  the  representa t ion  func t ions  in  the  C lebsch-
Gordan coe f f i c ien ts . )  Wigner  (101)  has  d iscussed in  genera l  te rms the  
imp l ica t ions  o f  re la t i v is t i c  invar iance  in  quantum sys tems.  In  th is  
d isser ta t ion  we sha l l  a t tempt  to  demonst ra te  the  power  and the  po ten t ia l  
o f  Po incare  g roup ana lys is  in  the  fo rm o f  par t ia l  wave expans ions  fo r  
sca t te r ing  processes  (102-110) .  (See a lso  an  in te res t ing  approach by  
severa l  Sov ie t  phys ic is ts  (111-114)  to  the  prob lem o f  invar ian t  expans ions  
o f  re la t i v is t i c  ampl i tudes ,  and a  paper  by  Shef te l  e t  a l .  (115)  wh ich  
connec ts  the i r  work  w i th  the  type  o f  l i t t l e -g roup ana lys is  car r ied  ou t  in  
th is  chapter . )  
In  quantum sca t te r ing  prob lems,  in  wh ich  there  i s  an  n -par t i c le  
(usua l l y  two)  i n i t ia l  s ta te  and an  m-par t i c le  f ina l  s ta te ,  one usua l l y  
pos tu la tes  the  ex is tence o f  an  opera to r  S wh ich  car r ies  the  in i t ia l  s ta te  
in to  the  f ina l  s ta te ,  g iv ing  a  p robab i l i t y  ampl i tude  
A =  < f |  S | i>  (3 .1 )  
fo r  the  process ,  where  ( f |  i s  the  "dua l "  o f  | f )  (116) .  The in i t ia l  ( f ina l )  
s ta te  i s  cons idered  to  be  a  compos i te  o f  n  (m)  f ree-par t i c le  s ta tes ,  and so  
may be  regarded as  a  d i rec t  p roduc t  o f  n  (m)  d is t inc t  Po incare  s ta tes ,  each 
labe led  by  the  four -momentum,  sp in ,  and he l i c i t y  (o r  four -momentum and 
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he l îc i t y  fo r  a  mass less  par t i c le )  o f  the  respec t ive  par t i c le .  These d i rec t  
p roduc t  s ta tes  may be  decomposed v ia  the  methods  d iscussed in  the  prev ious  
chapter .  I f  one makes  the  s imp les t  poss ib le  g roup- theore t i ca l  hypothes is  
about  S, namely  tha t  i t  t rans fo rms as  a  sca la r  under  ILG ' ,  then  the  Wigner -
Eckar t  theorem (117)  may be  t r i v ia l l y  invoked to  g ive  an  expans ion  o f  A i n  
te rms o f  representa t ion  func t ions  fo r  ILG ' .  In  par t i cu la r ,  s ince  a l l  
phys ica l  par t i c les  about  wh ich  we have in fo rmat ion  have pos i t i ve  energy ,  
the  to ta l  four -momentum o f  | i )  i s  t ime- l i ke ,  y ie ld ing  an expans ion  o f  A in  
te rms o f  representa t ion  func t ions .  
However ,  the  ana lys is  becomes much more  in te res t ing  when we no te  the  
fo l low ing  theorem:  
Theorem:  Le t  
where  the  e l l ipses  ind ica te  the  ex is tence o f  o ther  par t i c les .  Def ine  an  
opera to r  S by  means o f  the  re la t ion  
the  e l l ipses  ind ica t ing  tha t  the  remainder  o f  the  n  (m)  par t i c le  s ta te  i s  
una l te red .  Then S i s  an  ILG '  sca la r  p rov ided S i s .  
Proo f  :  That  S i s  a  sca la r  under  the  t rans la t ion  subgroup fo l lows 
t r i v ia l l y  f rom the  fac t  tha t  the  labe l  p  i s  the  e igenva lue  o f  P .  In  the  
case o f  homogeneous  t rans fo rmat ions ,  we cons ider  f i r s t  o f  a l l  tha t  the  
sca la r i t y  o f  S and the  de f in i t ion  o f  S may be  used to  show tha t  
I ' )  =  |P ,  S j  X ,  .  .  .  .  > 
< f |  =  (P2 Sg •  •  •  •  1  
(3 .2a)  
(3 .2b)  
<f|s|i> = (-1) <-P j  s^  -X^  •  .  . Is j -Pg  2^ ~^ Z ' ' (3 -3 )  
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<P2 ^2 = 
(P2 ^2 ^I^ SL|pj s^ X^) — 
u.\ ""l <^2 =2 "2ls|<P, »| ", > = 
n^n D z ,  [SttCi'Pz)] (-i) ' '*"'*':*": (3.4) 
M ^  4^2 I  I z z 
X <-tp^ s J -U^ |s|-^p^ s^ -W2>-
Similarly, the fact that 
9tt(t,p) = 9tt(t,-p) for p%^ > 0 (3.5) 
(see 2.43 and 2.113) together with 2.52 allows us to write 
(Pg Sg XglsIP; Xj> = 
s,+X,+s +X _ 
(-1) (-P, -Xjs|-P2 Sg -Xg) = 
s,+X,+s +X, s s * 
(.,) 1 I  2 2 J. 0.2 [g^R.-p^)] D.Ù .,, [9,t(t.-P,)] 
Z  Z  I I  
X <-tp^ |LSL'^ 1-4)2 Sg -U^) = 
s.+u.+s.+u,, s. s_ * 
z (-1) ' ' ^ ^ V [g„a,p,)] D ' [g.,(t,p,)] (3.6) 
u, "l '"I " ' «2 tt 2 
,7r.-1 
X <-<P^ -iuJLSL" \-lp2 Sg -u^). 
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A comparison of 3.5 and 3.S yields the desired result. 
S = L S L -1 (3.7) 
We have assumed the existence of an operator S satisfying 3•3. Since 
any existence proof must l ie on dynamical grounds, our assumption amounts 
to a physical hypothesis. We shall find later, in our phenomenological 
analysis, that such a hypothesis is indeed a very worthwhile one. 
In this section we restrict our attention to two-in, two-out processes 
and to massive positive energy particles. It is not difficult to extend 
the results to other situations. 
The s-channel expansion 
Using the form 3.1 for A, and using the reduction formula 2.149 for 
both | i) (particles 1 and 2) and <f| (particles 3 and 4), one may expand A 
as a sum of products of six rotation group representation matrices multi­
plied by 
which, according to the Wigner-Eckart theorem, may be written as a function 
B. Some Expansions 
P' j '  X' 
+ 1 m^ s^ +1 m^ s^^ ^3 \  H 
P j X 
1+1 m^ s, +1 m^ Sg h ' ^2 
^ , (3.8) 
S-j (m.,s.,X. '  ;p%Q,) ô^(p-p') 6jj, y , (3.9) 
where the dependence of S^ on m. and s. is often suppressed: 
{ X ; ' }  
(3.10) 
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The expansion simplifies considerably if we examine the process in 
the center-of-momentum system defined by 
p = p' = p,+p2 = P3+P4 = J (3.10a) 
where 
s H p%^ ; (3.10b) 
for in this frame of reference, -L(p) is just the identity, and so the 
s. 
D '  matrices become just 6 , . If in addition we choose our coordi-
Xj\; ' ^i^i 
nate system so that particle 1 has only a positive component of three-
momentum along the 3-axis, so that = 7j = 0, then the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficient in the expansion of | i) contains 6. .  , and the expansion 
AiAi~A.2 
reduces to 
Ag- 1 2 2 — 2 2 ^ O""^) S (s) 
n X'^(s,mj ) X^Cs^m^ ,m^ ) j  iXj} 
J , , , (3.,00 
the well-known s-channel partial wave expansion for particles with spin 
(118, p. 24). For an elastic scattering process, in which particle 1 and 
particle 3 have the same quantum numbers, is the polar deviation of 
particle 1, commonly called the "center-of-mass scattering angle". Angle 
7^ describes the angle of rotation about the 3-axis of the plane defined 
by the four three-momenta- It may be taken to be zero by choosing the 
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the direction of the 2-axis to be perpendicular to this plane. 
The crossed time-like expansion 
For a two-in, two-out process, there are four possible cases implicit 
in 3.3. Because of the Clebsch-Gordan symmetry relations, however, only 
two of these are distinct, corresponding to the "t-channel" and "u-channel" 
expansions of A. We will consider only the u-channel expansion here; the 
other is strictly analogous. 
Let us "exchange" particles 2 and 4, so that S is defined by 
A = (-1) (p^ -Pg Sg -XglSip, -p^ s^ -X^> . 
(3 .11 )  
We examine the case 
u - (P,-P4)°^P,-P4)a = (P3-P2)°^(P3'P2^Q: ^ ° '  (3.12) 
in which case the two-particle reduction is in terms of time-like states. 
If we observe the process in the frame in which 
Pj-P^ = Pg-Pg = P^(€,\/u) (3.13) 
where (from 2.128) 
e = sgn(m^-m^) = sgn(m^-m2) ,  (3.14) 
then again the expansion is very simple: 
u _ ^ J 
A = T 2 2 ^ 2 T' ^0+2) S (u) 
n X4(u,m, ,m^ ) X^(u,m2 ) j  {Xj} 
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-
the subscript "u" on A indicating the special frame in which the amplitude 
is observed. This frame is in fact a very curious one, and more will be 
said about i t in the section on phenomenology. 
The crossed l ight-like expansion 
Again let S be defined by 3 11, only now consider the case 
u = 0, . (3.16) 
Let us observe the process in the frame in which 
P]'PU " ^ Pf/c/w) ,  (3.17) 
where e is again define^ as in 3.14. Using the form found for the 
appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (pp. 48-50), the partial wave 
expansion is simply 
2 
ou œ 
The physical meaning of the parameters r and p will be discussed in the 
next chapter. 
The crossed space-like expansion 
We study finally the case 
u < 0 ,  (3.19) 
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and consider the frame in which 
P,-P4 = P3-P2 = Pg('^) • (3.20) 
The partial wave expansion is 
Aitanhnju "è+ÎM " ' 7, (X,-Xk-X,+X-) J 2 T- <1 _i 1 1 (u,) e 3 14 3^ 
0 l+sin^xtX^-X^) sech^nu ^1 ' 
00 
+ 
X s'^ (u) ,  (3.21) 
[X.} 
where the notation "-u" with A simply means A as viewed in the frame 
defined in 3.20, and the superscript k on S is taken to be -^'lu in the 
continuous case. The range of summation on k is given in 2.90. Note that 
the discrete series contributes only if X^-X^ and X3-X2 are of the same 
sign, and then only if the condition 
m inflXi-X^lilXg-Xgl) 2 1 (3.22) 
is satisfied. For example, i f particles 1 and 3 are spin-zero mesons, and 
2 and 4 are protons or neutrons, the discrete series does not contribute. 
In the case of proton-proton elastic scattering, the discrete series 
contributes one term in the (+,-) -» (+,-) or (-,+) -» (-,+) helicity non-
fl ip processes in the special frame 3.20. 
C. Connection with Regge Theory 
The expansion 3.21 bears a striking resemblance to the Regge expansion 
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background integral (119, p. 482). That there are no Regge pole terms is 
not surprising considering the asymptotic properties of our expansion 
functions (see 2.87 and 2.89). To see this, we note that u^ is defined 
in terms of the Mandelstam variable s (center-of-momentum energy squared) 
through the relation 
oc 2 
s =(p^+p^) (Pg+P^)^ = (m^ cosh cosh u ^  cosh ) 
2 h 2 
-(m^cosh s inh u^ ) - (m^sinh + m^^sinh v ) ,  (3.23) 
which gives, with (see 2.158 and 2.160), 
2 2 
-u-m +m 
sinh V = ^ (3.24a) 
2 2 
-u-m, +m, 
s i n h  V ,  =  ,  ( 3 •24b) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
-2us+2u(m +m, )-(u+m -m. )(u+m, -m. ) 
"3 = 2 2, J, 2 2 • ».25) 
Xr(u,m^ ,m^ ) (u,m^ ) 
Equation 3.25 simplifies in the equal mass case to 
2s 
cosh u_ = -1 + 2 * (3-26) 
^ 4 m - u 
Thus, for large s and u fixed, our expansion functions allow at most 
s ^ asymptotic behavior (see 2.87 and 2.89), which is characteristic of 
the background integral rather than Regge poles. 
Several researchers (120-123) have considered this as evidence that 
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the cross-channel partial wave expansion must also include non-unitary 
SU(1,1) representations, corresponding to Regge poles. The many successes 
of Regge theory in ;high energy physics certainly lend credence to this 
suggestion. However, on purely esthetic grounds, i t would be extremely 
gratifying if only unitary representations were necessary to describe 
scattering processes, for the addition of non-unitary representations 
destroys the elegant completeness and orthogonality relations which the 
mathematical theory of group-theoretical Fourier analysis supplies so 
naturally. In this section we suggest a possible alternative which 
essentially allows Regge asymptotic behavior while stil l preserving the 
form of the expansion 3.21. 
For simplicity only, let us consider the elastic scattering of four 
equal-mass spinless particles. Expansion 3.21 then reduces to 
_k 
(ug) S(u) ,  (3.27) 
u^ being given by 3.26. Let us now make the physical postulate that 
(3 .28)  
where g, b, and oc are arbitrary functions of u, and 
x(s,u) = ^ cosh u^ - § 
-t 
y (3.29) 
the Mandelstam variable t being defined by 
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s+t+u = . (3.30) 
Equation 3.28 corresponds to a u-channel asymptotic Regge pole which is 
damped exponentially in energy. For small damping (b small), the fixed-u 
asymptotic behavior will appear to be s ,  typical of a "normal" (non-
unitary) Regge pole. 
For this amplitude A ^, and provided Re(b) > 0 and Re(Q:) > -1, 
equation 3.27 may be inverted (59, p. 205) to give 
_k b-a-1 
S(u) =2g(u) E(k+1 ,-k,C«-l : 1 ;b) (3.31) 
r(k+i)r(-k) 
where E is the MacRobert's E-function (59, p. 203), which may be expanded 
in terms of hypergeometric functions (59): 
r(-2k-i )r(-k+a)r(k+i ) . , 
E(k+1 ,-k,QH-l : 1 :b) = b 
r(-k) 
X gFg (k+1 ,k+l ;2k+2,k+l -Ci:;b) + (term with k -» -k-1) 
r(k-o:)r(-k-l+a)r(c«-l) 
+ b ' ,F„(QH-l,CH-l;-k+QH-l,k+CH-2;b) .(3.32) 
T{-cc) 2 2 
Note that the second term is just the first with u replaced by -u; the 
third term is even in u. After some algebra involving properties of the 
gamma function (59), we find that we can write 
_k 
G(k,u) H ^ tanh nji S(u) 
1 
= - g(u) [G^(k,u) + G2(k,u) + G^(k,u)] ,  (3.33) 
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with the functions G. given by 
r(l<+l)r(-kfa) _ 
G,(k,u) 2 ^ b*" ,F_(k+1,k+1;2k+2,k+1-a;b),(3.34a) 
'  r(k4) 2 2 
Ggfkju) = G^(k",u) ,  (3.34b) 
r(k-a)r(-k-l-a)r(cefl) 
G_(k,u) = v/n F (Ofl ,c«-l ;-k+C«-1 ,k+CM-2;b) .  
^ r(k+i)r(-k-i)r(-a) ^ % 
(3.34c) 
Equation 3-27 can therefore be written 
A = — |- 2I / dQQ(u ) [G.(k,u) + I" G. (k,u)], (3-35) 
i  Jt |u-4m J C 
where C is the straight-line contour from -|r-iœ to -^i». 
Let us investigate the possibility of closing the contour C on the 
infinite semicircle to the right of C. To do this, we write 
k = -|- + re'^ , -7t < p ^ n , (3-36) 
and examine the behavior of the integrand for large r and 
6~^jt ^ p ^ 6 J 6 1. (3.37) 
The d-matrix is a Legend re function P|^(coshu^) (59), with asymptotic 
behavior 
|p (coshu ) I 3 constant x (r ^+0(r ^)) e^("3^ *" ,  (3.38a) 
k 3 
where Afu^) > 0. The factors in G^(k,u) have asymptotic properti es 
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r (k+i) 
= r2 + 0(r"2) (3.38b) 
r(k4) 
|r (-k+a)l = exp[ (-r cos P + a) log r ±r(P±Jt)sin p+r cos P 
+ I" log 2n + 0 (r ^ ) ] 
s exp[-rô log r + Ct log r + nr + ^  log 27r+ 0(r ')] (3.38c) 
I2 ^(= % exp(-2r log 2 cos |3) ^ ^ exp (-2rô log 2) (3.38d) 
*^1= b 2 exp(r cos p log b) 
b 2 exp ( log b r Ô) i  f b < 1 
^ ^ (3.58e) 
b 2 exp (rlogb) if b > 1 
constant (3.38f) 
Notice that exp (-rô log r) dominates for large Vj so we may close the 
contour for the term. 
Such is not the case for the term in 3.35, however, since the 
Legendre function (exponential in r) dominates. This term cannot be 
evaluated simply in terms of the singularities of the integrand. It must 
be left in the "background integral" form. 
We evaluate the G^ contribution in terms of the k-plane singularities 
of the integrand. The Legendre function is analytic in the region under 
consideration; Gj itself has singularities as follows: 
1) Double poles at k=-1,-2,-3,... from r(k+l) and 2k+2 of ; 
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2) Simple poles at k=Q:,C«-l ,0ff2,... from r(-k+Q:) ; 
3) Simple poles at k=Q5-1 ,c&-2,05-3,... from k+l-a of ; 
4) A simple zero at k=-g from r(k+^). 
After closing the contour, evaluating the residues, and performing some 
simple algebraic manipulations, we find that the amplitude can be written 
in the form 
- ^ ; [ij 
•t i 
2 
g(u) X 
eo r(OH-l+n) - / \ 
{sTit Z (-1)" 2' b" P (cosh u.) 
n=0 r(œ^n) ^ 
x 2f2(q&1+n,a&l+n;2(o&1+n),n+1;b) 
00 
+ S (-1)" (2a-2n+l) P^_^(cosh u^) h^(b,a) 
1 
+ r dk P (cosh u ) G (k,u) } ,  (3.39) 
IsTn '^C ^ ^ 3 
where 
[r(wl+m)f b*" 
h (b,Q!) = L — (3.40) 
" m=0 r(20H-2-n+m)r(n+l+m) ml 
comes from the residue. The sums in 3-39 range only over those values 
of n for which the indices of P have real part greater than 
If we naively set b=0 in 3.39 (i.e., throw away the damping), we find 
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1 r u 1 & 
A (no damping) = - =-| g(u) x 
'  It |u-4m^j 
_ r(QH-i) 
{ sTn 2 P (cosh u_) 
r(a4) " '  
+ E (-1)" (2a-2n+l) P (cosh u ) 
Cr(c«-i)]2 
n=l ^ r(2Q5f2-n)r(n+l) 
1 ni<-a)r(-k-l-a)r(cifi-l) 
+ — r dk P (cosh u ) }. (3.41) 
i c ^ r(k+i)r(-k4)r(-a) 
We may use this equation to check our results to this point. Notice that 
the contribution of the integral vanishes for (X a non-negative integer due 
to the factor r(-Q:). One can then substitute explicitly for the Legendre 
polynomials and verify that 3.41 is correct. Furthermore, using the 
asymptotic form of P^ for large argument (Re(o:) > -^) 
P (z) - n'i 2°^ z" ,  (3.42) 
r(afl) 
one can easily verify that the right-hand side of 3.41 possesses the proper 
asymptotic behavior. Although these checks do not prove the validity of 
either 3.41 or 3.39, they do render them less subject to suspicion. 
Physically, 3.39 implies that an exponentially damped asymptotic 
Regge pole of the form 3.28 (which resides entirely in the "background 
integral") is equivalent to an infinite series of "normal" Regge poles, 
plus a well-defined contribution to the background integral. For suf­
ficiently small damping and for fixed energy, the Regge poles with angular 
momentum greater than a are effectively annihilated. For zero damping. 
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these high-angular-momentum poles give identically zero contribution, 
leaving only the Regge pole , a finite series of "satellite poles" 
(124, p. 86) ,  ^ a.2' ® background integral term. Since 
cross-channel Regge poles dominate scattering behavior only for small 
scattering angles and high energies, i t would seem that, provided the 
damping is small for small angles, behavior of the type 3.28 is indistin­
guishable from normal Regge behavior. 
Is the exponential damping factor just a ruse invoked to retain 
unitary group-theoretical expansions, or does i t have a physical content? 
There is evidence to point to the latter. Akerlof et al. (125) have 
found a definite exponential decay in s of the elastic proton-proton 
differential cross-section at 90® in the center-of-mass system. (See also 
the comment by Tiktopolous and Treiman (126).) This is easy to explain in 
our formalism by choosing b(u) proportional to u, which also very 
obligingly provides negligible damping in the forward (or backward, which 
is indistinguishable from forward) direction. In fact, in precisely the 
forward direction, the damping disappears altogether, allowing (from the 
optical theorem) undamped total cross-sections. 
A major drawback of exponential damping is that, under crossing, 
damping in one channel can become exponential growth in another channel, 
which would certainly violate the Froissart bound (124) on the scattering 
amplitude. However, there are several reasons why this is not particularly 
disturbing. For example, i t has been pointed out that many of the same 
postulates which support the Froissart bound also imply a lower bound for 
large angle elastic scattering at high energies (127) which definitely 
appears to be violated in proton-proton elastic scattering. Also, the 
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"residue functions" g(u) have been unrestricted until now; they can provide 
needed damping in cross-channels. Finally, most practical amplitudes which 
are postulated simply do not possess proper attributes under crossing. 
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IV. APPLICATION TO PION-NUCLEON ELASTIC SCATTERING 
A. Introduction 
We have demonstrated that the scattering amplitude for any particular 
scattering process may be expanded naturally in a number of ways, one of 
which is the ordinary direct-channel expansion (so fruitful in the analysis 
of direct-channel resonances). We have shown how a space-like expansion 
appears to be closely related to the cross-channel Regge expansion; however, 
no attempt was made to f it the available data. In general, sti l l other 
expansions exist (for example, 3.15 and 3-18), whose util ity and physical 
interpretation are far from obvious. It is the purpose of this chapter 
to demonstrate by example that indeed these are useful and physically 
meaningful expansions. 
The scattering process which we shall analyze in detail is elastic 
pion-nucleon scattering. There are several reasons for this choice. No 
other high-energy process has been so thoroughly analyzed in the literature, 
and no other amplitude is so well-known numerically (mainly because of the 
high interest in direct-channel phase shift analysis of this process). 
Furthermore, the prominent features of the low-to-medium energy region are 
quite adequately explained by the direct-channel resonance phenomenon, thus 
enhancing the challenge of explaining the data with an alternative model. 
Finally, the u-channel crossed expansion can be either time-like, l ight­
like, or space-like, depending upon the energy and scattering angle. This 
allows the possibility of relating the different types of expansions 
through an examination of the transition region u=0. 
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B. Formalism 
Direct-channel expansion 
Let p (p') and q (q') be the incoming (outgoing) four-momenta of the 
proton and the pion, respectively, in the center-of-momentum (CM) frame. 
Then the direct- (s-) channel partial wave expansion is (see 3.10c) 
<q' p' X'[S(q p X> = 
(-1 s 
(4.1) 
7 2 2 2 
where p' = M ,  q = m ,  0^ is the CM scattering angle (P^ in 3.13), and 
X, X' are the initial and final CM proton helici ties. The four-momenta 
are parameterized as (see pp. 37 and 56) 
q = m(cosh v^, 0, 0, sinh Vj) 
p = M(cosh Vg, 0, 0, -sinh v^) 
q' = m(cosh v^ sinh sin 0^, 0, sinh v^ cos 0^) 
p' = M(cosh V,, -sinh v sin 0,0, -sinh v- cos © ) 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
(4.2c) 
(4.2d) 
wi th 
cosh V .  =  
2m \fs 
,  V, a 0 ; (4.3) 
cosh = 
2M \fs~ 
,  Vg a 0 ; (4.4) 
2 "n^n " 
cos ^ = 5—^ , 0 ^ Pi ^ It » 
^ X(s,M^,m^) 
(4.5) 
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Uq = (4.6) 
Sg = (M+m)^ . (4.7) 
Equation 4.5 comes from the definition of u as 
u = (p-q')^ =(p'-q)^. (4.8) 
Cross-channel expansions 
Using 3.3, we may write 4.1 as 
f,^^,(s,u) = (-1)^^^ <q' -p -X|s|q -p' -\ '> . (4.9) 
The type of expansion corresponding to the right-hand-side of 4.9 depends 
upon whether u is positive, zero, or negative. We shall consider only the 
first two cases in this chapter. 
From the discussion on pp. 44-45, u is bounded from above, 
u ^ Up • (4.10) 
The physical scattering regions corresponding to particular values of u 
are shown in Fig. 2. For orientation reasons, the location of several 
prominent s-channel resonances is also indicated. Forward scattering 
corresponds to s-s^ = u-u^, while backward scattering requires us = "qSq 
(see 4.6). 
For u > 0, consider a frame F in which the momenta are parameterized 
as 
q = m(cosh v^, 0, 0, sinh v^) (4.11a) 
p' = M(cosh Vg, 0, 0, sinh v^) (4.11b) 
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q' = m(cosh sinh Vj sin 0, sinh cos A^) (4.11c) 
p = M(cosh sinh sin 0^, 0, sinh cos 0^) (4.lid) 
such that 
P - q' = P^(+1 ^ "/u) .  (4.12) 
Then (from p. 37) 
^UqS - u 
cosh V ,  =  ,  V ,  ^ 0 ;  ( 4 . 1 3 )  
2m v/u 
_ n/u-S- + u 
cosh V. = , v_ ^ 0; (4.14) 
2M VÎT 
0 "nSn - US 
cos ^ =—r- , 0 3 0 3 % . (4.15) 
" X(u,M ,m ) 
A view of the scattering process from F is given in Fig. 3- The expansion 
of the amplitude in this frame is, from 3.15 and 4.9, 
= <q' p' X' jsjq p X) 
-(-1)^"^' u 
- ; r-T .(e ) ,(u) . (4.i6) 
Wx(u,M^,m^) j XX u XX 
At u=0, the group-theoretically correct cross-channel expansion is of 
the form 3.18. Define 
qg = m(cosh v^g, 0, 0, sinh v^q) (4.17a) 
p' = M(cosh v_n, Oj 0, sinh v__) (4.17b) 
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q'g = m (cosh v^Q+ ^°,re ^°,0,sinh v,Q- |-r^e (4.17c) 
V  V  V  
Pg = M (cosh v^Q + ir^e ^°,re 0, sinh -^r^e (4.17d) 
where 
, 
° i;r ' (4.18) 
, 
'20 i;7 ' 
(4.19) 
so that 
P'o - ^0 = (4.20) 
The parameter r is determined by 
s = (Po + ""o'^ • (4.21) 
r = 
4 uj (s-Sq-UQ) 
"0=0 
i (4.22) 
With these definitions, we can write 3-18 as 
f$'^,(s) ^ <q'„ P'o X'|s |q„ Pg \> (4.23) 
(!) 
0 
J-_dp p S^^,(J) (4.24) 
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The l imit u -» 0 
We now investigate the connection between the u=0 and the u -» 0 
expansions. (For other comments, see (68-72, 89).) The freedom of choice 
of the parameter tu is a crucial aspect of this l imit, for (compare 4.11 and 
4.17) as u -• 0, we approach the infinite momentum frame, which is asymp­
totically reached in the u=0 expansion only by letting cu -• 0. So let us 
choose a value of cu which is much smaller than m. Then by taking 
U  = 4 U 3  (4.25) 
it is clear that 
q = qg + o(u)) (4.26) 
and similarly for the other momenta, so that also 
f^. , (s,u) = f? , (s) + 0(uj) .  
A .a. kk 
(4.27) 
Equation 2.49 can be rewritten (for X' ^ X) as 
d|,x(®y) = N(j,X',X) (cos è®^)^ *^(-sin #9^)^ ^ 
x pj^j^;^a'+x) (cos 8j , (4.28) 
where P is a Jacob! polynomial (128, p. 168) and N is the square-root 
normalization factor in 2.49. From 4.15, 
0= 2  
u 
"(s-sq-uq) 
0((jo) (4.29) 
so that 4.28 may be written 
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= (-1)^'"^ N(jA'A) 
uCS-Sq-UQ) 
"o^o 
X pa';x,x'+x)„ . ! : ± : v V )  + Oh,;. 
"' "o =0 
(4.30) 
Let us now make the physical hypothesis (later we shall see that the 
data verifies this step) that, for small u, S:| , (u) in 4.16 15 strongly 
aA 
peaked at a high value of J; in particular, only the value of j satisfying 
u = t?, (4.31) 
where A is a positive constant, contributes to the sum. (We adjust u) 
so that such a j is in fact a half-odd-integer.) Then 4.30 becomes 
i(\ '-x) 
d{.^(©J = (-1)^'"^ N(j,\ ',\) 
A^s-Sq-UQ) 
"0 ^0 
. x -x '  
(X'-XA'+U(| .  
j' Vo 
) + 0(w) 
= N(j, x ' , x )  + 0(tu) 
"0^0 
(4.32) 
( 1 2 8 ,  p. 173). In particular. 
/ s-s -u_ 
dii(0 ) = Jn(A/ ) + 0(w) 
^ "0 So 
(4.33) 
d^jLi(0 ) = J, (A / —-) + 0(w) . 
^ "0 =0 
(4.34) 
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By comparing this result with 4.24, we see that each such value of A 
corresponds to the strong presence of one particular value of p in the u=0 
expansion; in fact, A and p are related by 
A = 2 U) p .  (4.35) 
Relation between f ,(s,u) and f ,(s,u) 
KK \K 
It is shown in the Appendix that the Lorentz transformation L which 
transforms the CM momenta into the corresponding F momenta is of the form 
L = e e '"^3 ^ (4.36) 
where 
cosh w = , w s 0 ; (4.37) 
4 us 
and also that 
R ^ G^^(t,p) = e ^ (4.38) 
:xJ, 
R' = G^^(t,p') = e = R . (4.39) 
Using the scalarity of S together with 2.42, 4.9, and 4.16, we can therefore 
write 
dyx) f„„,(s,u) 
4 'x' k )  
It can be shown from parity conservation (assumed to hold in this reaction; 
see (118, p. 27)) that there are only two independent f amplitudes rather 
than four, the linear relations being 
fj^j^i(Sju) = (-1)^"^ f_^_^,(s,u) . (4.41) 
By using 2.52, i t is easy to show that the amplitudes f also possess this 
symmetry, as indeed we would expect. By using 2.49, we can explicitly 
calculate the relation between the CM amplitudes and the F amplitudes: 
f^(s,u) = cos X + sin % f+_(s,u) (4.42a) 
f^_(s,u) = -sin X f^(s,u) + cos x f+_(s,u) , (4.42b) 
where "+" means "+^" and similarly for 
Let us check that these equations are reasonable. For backward 
scattering (in both frames; ustUqSq), the transformation L which connects _ 
the two frames reduces to the identity, so we would expect the two amp­
litudes to be identical; this is in fact the case, since cos x = +'• For 
forward scattering (in both frames; u+s=Uq+Sq), L is a pure Lorentz 
transformation along the direction of the momenta, and cos x = "1* This 
is not unreasonable, since the phase of the amplitude has no physical 
significance. 
Although we have at no point mentioned crossing symmetry, equations 
4.42 areprecisely those predicted by crossing symmetry (129, 130). This 
means that, if crossing symmetry is obeyed, the (for example) n^p 
amplitudes on the right of 4.42 give rise to n p amplitudes f on the 
left of 4.42 when we analytically continue f into the physical u-channel. 
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Isospîn complications 
Since there are three pions and two nucléons, we are actually discus­
sing six different physical scattering processes in this chapter. However, 
isospin conservation reduces the number of independent amplitudes to two, 
at total isospin ^ and a total isospin j  amplitude; this follows from the 
assumption that the pions belong to an SU(2) triplet and the nucléons to 
a doublet. Each of the amplitudes S:|.,(s) therefore also wears an isospin 
A .  A .  
label I^ (s meaning s channel). 
It is generally assumed that, under a particle switch from initial 
to final state (as in 4.9), the 3-component of isospin of the state also 
changes; this is in fact the basis of crossing symmetry. For example, a 
proton (p, X) becomes a neutron (-p, -\). States l ike 4.9 can also be 
reduced in isospin space, tagging each ,(u) function with an isospin 
XX 
label which we shall call I . 
u 
Just as we found the helicity crossing matrices 4.42, we may calculate 
the isospin crossing matrices. Using a table of SU(2) Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients, one can easily show that 
S3 = 4/3 Si + 1/3 S3 (4.43a) 
2 2  2  
Si = -1/3 Si + 2/3 S3 ,  (4.43b) 
2 2  2  
where we have suppressed all but the isospin labels. In what follows, 
an isospin designation for a cross-channel expansion always means a 
u-channel isospin value calculated from 4.43. 
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C. The Data 
The u -* 0^ calculation of the previous section would be merely a 
mathematical exercise were not the u=0 amplitude actually dominated by one 
(or at most a few) infinite-spin irreps p. One can easily perform a rough 
check of this hypothesis by examining, for example, n p elastic differential 
cross-section data at u=0 as a function of energy. Neglecting problems 
caused by isospin and complications arising from contributions from both 
fl ip and nonflip amplitudes, we should see in the cross-section a simple 
Bessel behavior if one value of p dominates- Fig. 4 is a graph of the 
p u=0 cross-section distorted in such a way that we are actually looking 
at the absolute value of the S-matrix element versus the argument of the 
supposed dominating Bessel function. Although this graph does not prove 
anything, it certainly supplies ample justification for and stimulation 
toward further investigations. 
Because of the work which has been done on pion-nucleon phase shift 
analysis, we can actually attempt to f it the amplitudes rather than the 
cross-sections. Using CERN phase shift data (131), we have reconstructed 
the amplitudes f ,(s,u) for fixed values of u. (See, for example, 
w 
Frazer (118) for the connection between the phase shift parameters and the 
amplitudes.) From these reconstructed amplitudes, we have computed, using 
4.42 and 4.43, the frame F amplitudes f. These amplitudes were in turn 
partial-wave-analyzed according to the prescription 4.16 to obtain numerical 
values for the partial wave amplitudes ,(u). All of this work was of 
A .  A .  
course done with the aid of a high-speed computer. The significance of the 
analysis was confirmed at various stages by randomly varying the CERN 
parameters a small amount (±5%) about the quoted values and verifying that 
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the important features of the results persisted. 
A sampling of the results is given in Figs. 5-11. Argand diagrams 
of the amplitudes S (Figs. 5 and 6 are examples) exhibit typical resonance 
behavior, although it is not clear that this implies the existence of 
complex poles in the S-matrix elements (132). What is much more striking 
is that 4.31 appears to be verified to a high degree of accuracy in a 
number of instances. Fig. 7 is a typical superposition of functions ,(u) 
A .  A .  
for j = l/2 to j = l l/2. A plot of the coordinates of peaks in S-* (u) 
on a u 2 versus Vj(j+1 ) graph (Figs. 8-11) shows incontrovertibly that there 
exist strong trajectory-like phenomena, even far away from u=0. (We could 
not approach u=0 very closely because phase shift analysis has not been 
2 performed above s ~ 4 Gev .) 
We are at this point urged to study in detail the u=0 amplitudes 
(again derived from the CERN data) and attempt simple Bessel f its of the 
form 
_n n Vs-s--u„ 
where n is a small number and the parameters m. and a' are chosen to best 
f it the data points. (in the actual f itt ing process, the parameters m. 
were usually chosen as typical meson masses and were not free to vary; only 
the a' were adjusted. This is reflected in the labelling of the fits as 
"pion", "two-pion", "eta", etc. The designation "reggeon" corresponds to 
m. = =>, since a u-channel Regge pole at u=0 contributes a constant 
ampli tude.) 
A number of such fits are shown in Figs. 12-19- The most obvious 
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fact is perhaps the extreme difficulty encountered in fitting the 
imaginary part of the amplitude, even with up to five terms in 4.44. The 
next most obvious fact is the ease in fitting reasonably well the real 
parts of the amplitudes with only one or two terms in 4.44; this is 
especially true for the isospin -f amplitudes. We shall comment on this 
rather unusual disparity in the next section. 
D. Interpretation at u=0 
What is the physical meaning of expansion 4.24, and what is the 
interpretation of the apparent existence of strong peaks in S ,(p)? 
A .  A .  
This question can be approached in two ways, the first of which is 
much more physical and the second of which may have more theoretical 
significance. 
The u 0^ l imit 
Consider the u > 0 expansion. We have seen that the angle 0^ has 
a very well-defined physical meaning: in frame F, the pion and the proton 
collide after approaching each other with angle 0^ between their momenta. 
We can also attach a physical significance to j, the index of expansion 
in 4.16. Note that the state |q -p' -X') has been decomposed into a sum 
of single-particle states of various angular momenta j . Thus j is just 
the total angular momentum of, say, the incoming pion and the outgoing 
proton with reversed three-momentum and energy. Naively, we can say that 
j = |Pyl (4.45) 
where b is the frame F "impact parameter" for the collision and |p^| is 
the magnitude of the three-momenta involved in the collision; 
|p I = m sinh v, = M sinh v. 
' u' 1 2 
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X.(u,M ,m ) 
(4.46) 
For small u, this reduces to 
y? j  = i  b /-^ . (4.47) 
Comparing with 4.31, we can identify 
A = & b VugSg (4.48) 
and hence, from 4.22, 4,35, and 4.44, 
b = 2 m. ^ .  (4.49) 
But "impact parameter" as defined by 4.45 really has no physical 
meaning; Fig. 20 i l lustrates why. In an extremely simple model involving 
the coll ision between two perfectly rigid spheres of average radius R, the 
impact parameter is related to R through 
R = b sec ;  (4.50) 
^ u 
therefore only for forward scattering in F (0^=0) does a sharp value of b 
imply anything about the structure of the interaction, and then i t measures 
precisely the interaction distance. (Lorentz contraction of the spheres 
does not spoil this argument.) 
From 4.15, 0^=0 is the case either for UqSq=us or for u=0. Therefore 
in the l imit u - o"*" 4.47 holds and b becomes R. We conclude that a sharp 
value of m. corresponds to a sharp interaction distance between the pion 
and the nucléon. 
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The argument about the relevance of the parameter b also holds In 
the CM system. The usual impact parameter representation is of the form 
One cannot ascribe any physical meaning to the parameter b in this case, 
even by looking near the forward direction, since the "partial wave 
amplitude" a(s,b) is also a function of s, and so in general any peaking 
in a(s,b) wil l shift with energy s. The true size of the system (if 
indeed such exists) cannot depend upon the interaction energy. At best, 
4.51 can be used to measure the apparent size of the system at any given 
energy. 
The u=0 expansion 
Let us attempt to discover the physical meaning of the m. of 4.44 by 
examining the u?0 expansion directly, without the intermediate l imiting 
process. To do this we shall use the Sankaranarayanan and Good position 
operator Y defined as (138) 
This operator is not defined for m=0; however, we retain the mass m as 
a parameter and calculate 
(133-137) 
(4.51) 
= -(l/2m^) [M y^,p7]+ .  (4.52) 
(4.53) 
when acting on the state lp^(+l,l«) p X>. I t is a straightforward appli 
cation of the commutation relations 2.30 to show that 
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^2 A2 
|p^(+l,U)) p X> = —Ç— Ip^(+1,U)) p \> , (4.54) 
m 
so that i t  appears that OUp, or m. ^ is somehow connected with a transverse 
distance. Because of problems in interpreting the factor m in 4.52, we 
cannot make a f irmer statement than that. 
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V. APPENDIX 
A. The SU(1,1) Representation Matrices 
In this appendix we derive the results quoted in 2.75-2.80 concerning 
the G representation matrices. From the two identit ies 
s 
-iuK -iuK 
e = e [Jj coshu- sinh u ]  (5.1a) 
-iuK -iuK 
e = e [K^ coshu-J^ sinh u] (5-lb) 
(see Table 2), i t is easy to show that 
-iuK -iuK ^ 
[K (1+cosh u) + sinh u 3e = e [(1+cosh u)K -J^sinh u] (5.2) 
-iuK. -iuK 
[K ( 1 -cosh u) - sinhu]e = e [  (cosh u-k)K -J^sinh u]. (5.3) 
Taking matrix elements between states |m) and (m'|, and using 2.74, we 
f ind the two equations 
V(m'±k) (m'fkfl ) (1+cosh u) d , ,  + m' sinhud , = 
m'+l,m m ,m 
si (mTk) (mdrkil j  *( 1+cosh u) d , ,  - m sinh u d , (5-4) 
m' jtnil m' ,m 
v/^m'ik) (m'TkTl ) (1-coshu) d , ,  - m' sinh u d , = 
^ m'Tl,m m ,m 
v/ (m±k) (mfkTl ) (I-coshu) d , ,  - m sinhu d , ,  (5.5) 
m yfTïi I  111 ^fi l  
where the index k and the argument u are suppressed on each of the d-
functions. 
Multiplying the f irst equation of 5.4 by (1-coshu) ,  the second of 5.5 
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by (1+coshu) ,  and adding, we eliminate the mil and mTl subscripts: 
= -2(m cschu - m' coth u) d^, ^ .  (5.6) 
The subscripts can all be brought to m',m or m'+1,m by using 
d d -iuK. -iuK_ 
— d , = — <m'le |m) = - i <m'Ik. e |m> 
du du '  '  2 
-iuK, _ -iuK 
= (m'|K e |m> (m'|K e |m) 
= (m'+k) (m'-k-l ) d^^_| ^ (m'-k) (m'+k+l ) ^ • (5.7) 
Comparing with 5.6, 
— d , = (m cschu-m' coth u) d , + V (m'-k) (m'+k+l ) d , ,  
m',m m ,m m +1 ,m 
(5.8) 
By using 5-6, 5.7, and 5.8, the second derivative of d^, ^ can also 
be expressed as a l inear combination of d , and d . , Upon elimina-
m ,m m +I,m 
ting the ^ term between this pair of equations, we arrive at a 
differential equation for d , : 
m',m 
2 2 2 d . d . m' +m -2mm' . 
(5.9) 
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To solve this differential equation, we put i t  in standard hypergeometric 
form by defining a new set of functions f through 
d*^, = (cosh u -1)2(^+5) (ginhu) f^, (^§cosh u) ,  (5-10) 
m m ,m 
where r and s are defined in 2.51. One can then verify that f satisfies 
x(l-x) fj^, ^ (x) + {[s+1] - [C&(s-r)-k-l) + (^(s-r)+k+l) + 1 ]  x} 
fk.'^fx) - (i(s-r)-k-l)(i(s-r)+k+l) A M = 0 ,  (5.11) 
iTi y HI m ^111 
where primes on f indicate differentiation with respect to x. The solu­
tion to 5.11 which is regular at x=0 is (59) 
° 2F,(a.b;c;x), (5.12) 
where a, b, and c are defined in 2.76-2 .78 .  
Thus 
d^, (u) = a^, (2 sinh^ 4u) ^(2 sinh ^  cosh ^ u) 
m',m m',m ^ ^ 
(a,b;c;-sinh^ |u) ,  (5.13) 
--r -k 
which, in the region of small u, is just 2 ^ a , 6, • Since the group 
representation property requires that 
as u -» 0, we easily see that 
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(5.15) 
From 5.7, 
" .k 
"•"«.'.n,'" ' *4:(m'+k)(m'-k-l) 6„,., 
du u -• 0 '  
4 V (m'-k) (m'+k+l ) ^ ,  (5.16) 
while from 5 13, 
so that we can conclude 
a*^ ,  = 22^^ ^ ^ V (m-k) (nH-k+1 ) (5.18a) 
m,ni+1 
-k _ ^ _2i(r-1) a ,  = -22^ V(irH-k) (m-k-1) .  (5.18b) 
By continuing this process to higher derivatives, one generates more values 
of a. The result can be quite easily generalized after taking only the 
second derivative: for m ^ m'. 
i(r-s) 1 
= 2 — 
m',m g, 
r(iTH-k+l )r(m-k) 
(5.19) 
r(m'+k+l)r(m'-k) 
and a possesses the symmetry property 
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In summary, the d-functions are given by 
^ ®m',m (sinh|u)® (cosh^) gF^(a,b;c;-sinh^§u) ,  (5.21) 
where 
m' ,m 
(-1) 
si 
r(m'+k+l )r(m'-k) 
r(m+k+l)r(m-k) 
i 
for m' ^ m ,  (5 .22)  
k ,  k 
a , = (-1) a ,  
m,m' m',m 
(5.23) 
B. Completeness of the SU(1,1) Representation Matrices 
The following derivation of the completeness relations for the matrix 
elements discussed in the previous section follows the methods of 
Titchmarsh (139), who considers the rather general case of the class of 
eigenfunction solutions of a standard-form eigenvalue differential equation. 
The theory wil l not be discussed here. 
Let us make the substitution 
y , (u) = v/sinh u d , (u), u^O, 
'm',m m',m '  
(5.24) 
in equation 5.9. The functions y then satisfy the differential equation 
j2 k 
+ C-(k+i)2 _ 
du 
2 2 
m +m' -2mm' cosh u —5 
— 
sinh u ^m' ,m 
= 0 ,  (5.25) 
which is in the standard form required for Titchmarsh's treatment, provided 
we write 
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k = -g - sîn|a + cos|a ,  (5.26) 
where and 0£ define a complex variable X according to 
X = Xg e"^ ,  (5.27) 
so that, in accordance with Titchmarsh's notation, 
-(k+^)^ = X. (5.28) 
Equation 5.25 is an example of Titchmarsh's "general singular case", 
since the u-interval is semi-infinite. Thus the expansion of a real 
function f belonging to a certain large class of functions (the main 
requirement is square integrabi1ity) is 
1 œ 
f(x) = - — J dX $(x,x) + Pole Terms 
I  I t  - O S  
1 00 
J dX lm($(x,x)) + Pole Terms (5.29) 
It 
where 
g-(x,X) X 9i(x,X) 
#(x,x) J dy g,(y,X) f(y) + J dy g-(y,X) f(y) 
Wfg^fgg) 0 Wfg^jgg) x 
(5.30) 
with g^ and g^ solutions of 5.25 satisfying particular boundary conditions, 
and the Wronskian W defined by 
W(g,,92) = g, 02* - 9,' 92^ (5.31) 
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which Is Independent of the value of the argument of g^ and g^ provided g^ 
and satisfy 5.25. 
Let us In fact choose 
g^ (u) = sinh u) (slnh^)^ (cosh|ti) (a^b ;c;-sinh^ ,  
(5.32) 
2 
where a, b, and c are defined In 2.76-78. Then g^ Is L [0,aj for any a > 0 
and for any complex X, in particular in the upper half of the X-plane. 
Defining a new set of functions h through 
k i(r-s)+k . 
>' '5.33) 
It can easily be shown that h satisfies a hypergeometric differential 
equation with parameters 
a' = ^(s-r) - k (5.34a) 
b' = -^(s+r) - k (5.34b) 
c' = -2k .  (5.34c) 
Hence, provided 2k Is not a non-negative integer, there is a solution to 
5.25 
g2(u) = (slnh^) (cosh ^ ) 2F^(a',b';c';-sInh ^ ^). 
(5.35) 
(Note that we suppress the parameters X, m, and m' In the g^, g^ notation.) 
Now 
g2(u) -* e as u -• ® ,  (5.36) 
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2 
and because of 5-26, is L [a,«] in the upper half of the X-plane for 
any a > 0. We now have two required solutions and g^. 
Using 2.86, we f ind, after some preliminary algebra, 
„ (  ) .  ( c o s h è . ) - ' " '  
'  2 r( i (r+s)-k)r ( - i (r-s)-k) 
W[ F (-^(r-s)+k+1 ,-|-(r+s)+k+l ;2k+2 ;-sinh ,  
(sinh-|u) 2F)(-i(r-s)-k,-§Xr+s)-k;-2k;-sinh ^ ^)],(5.37) 
which becomes, for large u, 
r (s+i)r( -2k)  
r (|(r+s)-k)r (4(r-s)-k) 
(5.38) 
Since Wfg^jgg) is in fact independent of u, i t is just 5.38. 
Note that when X is real and negative, k Is real, and hence $ is real. 
Thus only the \ > 0 portion of the spectrum contributes to the expansion 
5.29. 
For X > 0, gj is real and 
g, (u) r (^(r+s)-k)r (-|-(r-s)-k) r+2k+-
Im —^ = i i  [ (sinh&u) '"+2 
j (g , ,g2)  r (s+i)r( -2k)  
(cosh |u) 2F,(-i(r-s)-k,-^Xr+s)-k) ; -2k ;-sinh ^ ^u) 
- complex conjugate] ,  (5.39) 
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which becomes, after some algebra (again involving 2.86), 
im 
w(g,,92) 
= 
r( i (r+s)-k)n -i-(r-s)-k) 
r (s+i)r(2k+i)  
2 _9,(u) 
2k+l 
Therefore, writ ing u = Vx, 5.29 and 5-30 become 
1 00 
f (u) = — J du 
2jt 0 
r(è(r+s)+|+iu)r(-^(r-s)+^iw) 
r(s+i)r(2iM) 
9, (u) 
(5.40) 
J dv f(v) g^(v) + Pole Terms .  (5.41) 
There wil l in general be poles in § on the negative X axis. There, 
q: = n, so k = - V-X ,  and 
w(g,,92) 
r(^ ( r+s )+5"^/^) r(-§• ( r-s )+^4*/^) 
r(s+i)r(iw^) 
(5.42) 
Because of 2.88b, W has poles only when mm' > 0, and then only for 
k = -^(r-s), -^(r-s)+l, ,  -1 or This means that there are poles 
2 in the X-plane at X = X^ = > n=0,l,2, where 
k = n - t(r-s) .  (5.43) 
At the n^*^ pole, the residue of W ^ in the k-plane is 
r (i(r+s)-k) (_i)2(r-s)+k ,  
R = 
" r (s+l)r (-2k) (i(r-s)+k)j 2(N/-k-i) 
r] - 1  (5.44) 
At each pole, W(g^,g2) = 0, so g^ must be a multiple of g^. In order to 
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determine the ratio g^/g^, we examine and g^ for large argument: 
g^(u) -  (sinh^) (cosh (-1)^^' ' 
(-^('"s)"k).\(r-sHk (-i(r-s)+k+,),^r_^)+k 
(:+')i(r-s)+k 
Sgfu) -  (sinh gu) (cosh ^ u) . (5.46) 
Thus 
r (|-(r+s)-k)r (|-(r+s)+k+l ) 
R g_(u) = -(2k+l) g,(u), 
" ^ r (s+i)r (s+i)r (|(r-s)+k+i)r (|(r-s)-k) 
(5.47) 
so that the expansion 5.29 becomes f inally 
1 00 
f(u) = — J dM 
2 n  0 
r '( i ( r+s )-»-5+i m) r(-4 ( r-s ) i  u) 
r(s+i)r(2i/i) 
2 = 
g (u) J dv f(vj g, (v) 
' 0 
i-(r-s) r (|-(r+s)-k)r (|-(r+s)+k+l ) 
2/  (-2k- l)  ~ 
- k =  i  or 1  -r(s+l)r(s+l)r (|(r-s)+k+l)I(i(r-s)-k) 
J dv f(v) g^(v) .  (5.48) 
Substi tuting 
1 
9,(u)=;;Z—k ^sinhu (5.49) 
m' jm 
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k 
and substituting from 5.22 for a , gives us the desired result for the 
m 
expansion of a function in terms of d-matrices. We do not quote this 
result, but rather the completeness and orthogonality relations for the 
d-matrices: 
2 2 
<» -^i ju -§+i(i '  1 + sin mn sech nu 
f du sinh u d , (u) d ,  (u) = ô(w-u') (5-50) 
0 m m m m ^ tanh nu 
J du sinh u dj^, (u) dj^, (u) = ,  -k=l,|,2, (5.51) 
OU I  I I I  i l l  I I I  I  1  
-K—2 
œ U tanh jtjLi -^ÎM -|+iw 
V"7rr2 ""m' n. "m' m 0 1+sin mit sech np. 
hir-s) . ^ 
E (-2k-l)/2 d , (u) d , (u') = ô(cosh u - coshu') .  
-k = I  or 1 n 
(5.52) 
The weight factor involving u tanh Jty results from the gamma functions in 
5.48 and in 5.22. 
Notice that the mathematical procedure of finding a complete and 
orthogonal set of basis functions associated with the d-function differen­
tial equation has chosen just those values of k corresponding to unitary 
irreducible representations of SU(1,1), except for the continuous series 
3 (see p. 20). This clearly i l lustrates the close connection between 
group representation theory and the type of generalized Fourier analysis we 
have been concerned with in this section. 
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C. Change of Variables 
In this appendix we derive transformations connecting integrals over 
recti l inear coordinates with integrals over certain generalized angles. We 
consider the space-like and l ight-l ike cases; for the time-like case, see 
McKerrell (40). 
Space-like case 
Consider a function ffp^fPg) and define an integral I  as 
I  = J d%j d%2 G^Xp^+Pg-p) ôfPg^-mg^) 
8(e,p,°) efCgPg^) ffp^jPg) ,  (5.53) 
where 9(x) is 1 for x 2: 0 and 0 for x < 0, and 
p^ = t < 0 (5.54) 
(5.55) 
(X  2 (We shorten p p^ to simply p .) 
Now let us change variables from p^ and p^ to the four-momenta p' 
and p,' defined as 
(5.56) 
P^ '  = -t-"' (p) P, ^ (5.57) 
where -t(p) is defined in 2.108. Differentiation shows that 
a(p',p,') 
1 . (5.58) 
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From 2.1î>8, we see that '  may be parameterized as 
A A p^ ' = ( J mj (cosh Vj cosh Up-cosh Vj sinhu^ sin 7^, 
cosh sinhUj cos 7j ,sinh Vj ) ; {5'53) 
again, differentiation yields 
9(P,' ,P ,0 . ,1 _ ,2 _ ,3 1 ^*^1 '^1 '^1 
,7j) 
A 3 .2 . , 
= cosh sinh (5 .60)  
Inverting 5-56 and 5.57, 
Pj = t(p) Pj' 
P2 = P' - t(p) p^' ,  
(5 .61 )  
(5 .62 )  
so that 
2 ,2 A 2 
P] = P, = 
Po^ = p'^ + P,'^ -2p'(/(p)p ') 
(5.63) 
= p'^  + -2{l ^ (p)p')p|' 
e(cjPj°) = e(f.,p,'°) = e(E,ê,) 
8((2p2^) ^ 0(^2^"^ '(p)p')° - CgÊ] "^1 cosh cosh u^) . 
(5.64) 
(5.65) 
(5 .66)  
These results are now to be used in 5.53. 
The p' integral may be done immediately, as may the sum on 6^ and the 
iTij integral. The resulting expression is 
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I = —^ J d(coshu^) d(sinh cosh f(p,,P2) 
6(t+m^^-in2^-2€^m^v/^ sinhv^), (5.67) 
which f inally may be reduced to 
I = r dy d(coshu,) f(p,,p_) .  (5.68) 
_8t '  112 
The function f in 5-67 and 5.68 is of course evaluated subject to the 
delta- and theta-function constraints of 5.53. 
Liqht-1ike case 
As in the space-like case, consider a function ffp^jpg), and define 
I in the same way. In place of 5.54, take 
p^ = 0 , (5.69) 
and instead of 5.59, we parameterize p^' as 
, A A 1 2 "^1 "^1 
Pl' = m^ (cosh v^ + 2r^ e ,-r,e cosy,, (5-70) 
~^1 .  . . ^ 1 2 
-r^e s in y, ,s inh V, + ^r, e ) 
(see 2.167). The relevant Jacobian is 
9(p/°,Pl'^Pl'^,Pl'^) 
Ô (m,,V,, r, ,y,) 
A 3 -2Vi 
= m, r, e .  (5.71) 
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We skip the intermediate steps and write down the result. The 
derivation is not diff icult. 
' ' ^2 J" """l """l ""l ' <5.72) 
where t is the sign of p^. Note the appearance of the free parameter u», 
a result of the fact that there is no one "special" frame in which to view 
a l ight-l ike four-momentum, but rather there is an infinite manifold which 
may be labeled by the parameter u). See 2. 36c. 
D. Relation of CM to F 
CM to F Lorentz transformation 
We derive the Lorentz transformation L which takes us from CM to F :  
-Lq = q (5.73a) 
tq' = q' (5.73b) 
tp = p (5.73c) 
fp' = p' .  (5.73d) 
The easiest and most physical way to solve this problem is to f irst notice 
that the quantity 
p = |p| sin = |pI sin (5-7^) 
is the same in both CM and F, namely 
p = ^ Vs-Sq+u-Uq . (5.75) 
Since transverse momenta are unaffected by a pure Lorentz transformation, 
i t  would be nice i f 5.74 defined the components of the momenta perpendicular 
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to the direction of the pure Lorentz transformation required to connect the 
two frames. This can in fact be done by rotating CM (F) through 
about the 2-axis so that the 3-axis bisects the angle between p and 
q' (p and q), and performing the boost along the 3-axis. L therefore is of 
the form 
L = ^ (5.76) 
By using 2.109, we can f ind explicit ly the tensor -C: 
= cosh w 
= sinh w sin 
= sinh w cos 
1 
0 2"u t  „ = sinh w sin ^ 
•t' = cos è® cos è® + sin ^ cosh w sin 4® 
1 ^ U s u s 
= 0 
•f ' = sin ^ cosh w cos ^ - cos ^ sin ^0 3 s u s 
= 0 
= '  
= 0 
= COS ^ sinh w 0 u 
= cos ^ cosh w sin t8 -sin-è© cos ^ 1 ^ U  * ^ S  u  s 
= 0 
= cos cosh w cos + sin sin ^0^ .  (5.77) 
By using 5.73, 4.2, and 4.11, we f ind a system of equations for w. 
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It is tedious, but one can verify that these equations have the sole 
solution 
cosh 
V us 
w ^ 0. (5.78) 
The Wiqner rotations for the nucléon 
According to 2.43, the "Wigner rotations" g^^ for the incoming and 
outgoing proton (or neutron) are given by 
R 5 G^^(t,p) 
= e 
iVjKj -iwKj iVjKj -i«J. 
(5.79) 
where we have used 4.2 and 4.11 to determine the operators L(p) and 
L(p)j and 
R' = G^;(t,p') 
= e'*^2 e *2*3 e e'"*^ e e .  (5.80) 
These rotations may be calculated by using the (double-valued 
non-unitary) representation 
f a. I 
K. -  p-i a. ,  I ^ I 
(5.81a) 
(5.81b) 
the a's being the 2X2 Pauli matrices 
0 1 0
 
1 1 0 
II 
1 0 
II CM D 
i 0 
II 
1 
O
 
(5 .82)  
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The relevant f inite ILG' operators take the form 
ivK 3 _ 
?V (5.83) 
ipJ, cos ^ sin ^ 
-sin cos 
(5.84) 
in this representation. 
After some algebra, we f ind that R is given by 
R = ®11 ®12 
®21 ®22 
(5.85) 
where 
11 
12 
'21 
= e 2 2 [ggW g cos + e ^ cos sin 
e ^ ^ [e^ cos ^ cos ^ - e sin ^8 sin *0 ] 
s u s u 
= e 3(^2+^2) 2^cos ^ cos ^ - e sin ^0 sin ] 
®22 ® [e^ cos sin + e ^ sin cos ^^3 
This is of the form 
-ixJ, 
R = e 
(5.86a) 
(5.86b) 
where 
cos X = cosh w sin sin -g®^ -  cos cos 
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,  ..n .  . 0 . (5.87) 
vX(s,M ,m ) X.(u,M ,m ) 
Similarly we f ind that R' is just the inverse of R: 
:xJ, 
R' = e 2 .  (5.88) 
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Table 1. Poincaré group Irreducible representations and particles 
Four-momentum "Particle" type Irrep labels A possible state labeling 
characteristic 
2 p > 0 ordinary massive 
particle (tardyon) 
P 
€ 
s(=0,|-, 1,...) 
X ( - S  à \ ^ s) 
2 p < 0 tachyon 
k=-i,-l 
-l<k<—2 
k=-i+I M 
\ (X^-k or -\^-k) 
X  ( I x  1 = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . )  
X (Integral or half-odd-integral) 
p = 0, p ^ 0 f inite spin luxon 
infinite spin 
luxon 
X 
9(>0)  
e X ( integral or half-odd-integral) 
p H 0 •t (2t integral, -t^O) 
u (any real number, or 
purely Imaginary If 
-t = 0) 
j  (—t,t+l,t+2,.«.) 
m (-j 3 m 3 j) 
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i  xO, - i  xO, 
e '  p" e '  Table 2. 
°1 M 02(x,u,0^) 
0 0 
" l 
^1 
P 
1 p' 
7 R,3 
4 2 P COS X - p sin X 
3 p3 2 cos X + P sin X 
0 j-. 0 P 
2 
^^2 
I  p' 
2 
cos X + P^ sin X 
^2 
^2 
2 
3 
P 
P^ 
Ji 
COS X - P^ s i n  X  
J. 0 P 
3 
1 „ l  „2 J_ P COS X - p s i n  X  
3 7 „1 2 P COS X + p s in X 
3 
-'3 
K. 
3 
0 
P^ 
P° cosh X + P '  sinh X 
K. i  p' cosh X + p'  ^  sinh X 
K. j^! 
A '  
r-
0 ?" + xP^ + ^x '(p°.p)) 
1 „1 
r> 
p. 
P 
2 p2 + x(P°-P^) 
3 P^ + xP^ + ^x ^ p°-p') 
0 pO - xp' + ^x ^ p°-p3) 
1 p' - x(p°-p3) 
A2 7 
P. 2 P 
3 P^ - xP^ + §x :^P°-P') 
1. 
2 .  
3. 
4. 
5. 
6,  
7. 
8 .  
9. 
10, 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
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